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This article and the two that follow (see pages 441 and 469) were issued as special
reports B-1, B-2, and B-3 for the Conference on European BCG-Vaccination Programmes,
conducted with the assistance of the Joint Enterprise, held at Copenhagen from 8 to
12 September 1949. The Joint Enterprise is the name given to the mass antituberculosis
vaccination programme being carried out in 17 countries by the Danish Red Cross, the
Swedish Red Cross, and the Norwegian Relief for Europe with material aid from the
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and technical
help from the World Health Organization.

The object of this programme is to carry out tuberculin-tests on over 30,000,000 children
and young adults in various countries and to vaccinate with BCG all non-reactors.
It is expected that this programme will produce valuable scientific evidence on many
aspects of BCG vaccination. The three articles that follow are the first reports from the
campaign to be published. It is hoped that other valuable contributions to the know-
ledge of BCG will be available in the course of time.

The technique of tuberculin-testing which has until now been used in
the Joint Enterprise, has on all main points followed closely the regulations
which were laid down by the Joint UNICEF (Medical Subcommittee) and

* The combined bibliography to this article and the two that follow will be found on p. 511.
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WHO (Subcommittee) Meeting on Tuberculin-Testing and BCG Vaccina-
tion held in Paris, 15 June 1948.117 A more detailed description of the
technique is given by Holm.6"

The purpose of this report is to present data from field experience which
may contribute to our knowledge of the different methods of tuberculin-
testing and which may form the basis for a discussion as to whether the
methods chosen really are the most suitable for our purpose.

It was already evident during the discussion which took place at the
Paris meeting, that the practical work in an emergency mass campaign
with BCG, which in some areas had to be carried out at a high speed,
would not easily lend itself to scientific studies. The aim was a practical,
not a scientific, one. Nevertheless it was hoped that certain observations
of value might be made, for instance in connexion with tuberculin-testing.
In fact considerable information is now available concerning the different
methods of tuberculin-testing. But it must be kept in mind that these
data have been gathered mainly under very difficult conditions of work,
with a very high speed of testing, so that most of the information can
scarcely be looked upon as reliable from a scientific point of view.

Owing to the enormous amount of daily practical work at headquarters,
it was not possible, during the first period of the Joint Enterprise campaign,
to work out instructions as to how scientific investigations should be carried
out. In fact it was not until the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office came
into effect early in the spring of 1949 that this could be started. Only the
first results of the investigations which have been thoroughly planned have
so far come in. Most of the data which I have to present here will be
derived either from the ordinary routine work in the different countries
or from smaller series of examinations which especially active doctors
have made here and there on their own initiative.

It is important to stress the imperfection and incompleteness of the
data here presented, and one should be very cautious in drawing conclu-
sions from them.

However it might certainly be useful to review the information which
has been gathered, bearing in mind its defects, not least with the purpose
of finding out which technical problems will require special attention for
the future. The aim of my report is to provide some guidance for the
practical work rather than to elucidate scientific questions, even if
these two things cannot be entirely separated.

1. SELECTION OF INDIVIDUALS FOR BCG VACCINATION

1.1 Vaccination without Previous Tuberculin-Testing
As it is obviously of importance to make the procedure in a mass-

vaccination campaign as simple as possible, it has several times been
suggested to leave out entirely the tuberculin-testing before vaccination
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with BCG, and vaccinate everybody up to a certain age. The question
was raised at the meeting of the WHO Subcommittee on Tuberculin and
BCG in Paris in June 1948,132 and the following resolution was adopted:

" In the light of our present knowledge, the subcommittee recommends, at present,
that BCG vaccination as a routine prophylactic method should not be used without
previous tuberculin-testing."

If such a procedure involved neither danger nor inconvenient local
reactions in tuberculin-positive subjects, it would of course simplify the
campaign to a large degree. Foley & Parrot 37 have studied this question
in Algeria for more than 20 years, and have come to the conclusion that
tuberculin-testing before BCG vaccination is unnecessary, and that vac-
cination of tuberculin-positive individuals does no harm.

Mass vaccination with BCG without previous tuberculin-testing would
involve not only vaccination of a large number of healthy, tuberculin-
positive individuals, but also of a certain number of individuals with
tuberculous disease. As will be seen from my report on tuberculous disease
in vaccinated individuals,a there is still no complete agreement as to the
possible harm done by BCG in healthy, tuberculin-positive individuals,
and the opinion is held by some people that vaccination of individuals
with active tuberculous disease may influence the disease unfavourably.
As long as these questions remain unsettled, there can in my opinion be
no question of starting a mass-vaccination campaign with BCG without
some form of previous testing to eliminate, if possible, at least those indi-
viduals with tuberculous disease and those who are hypersensitive.

Even if inoculation of BCG into tuberculin-positive individuals might
be regarded as completely harmless, a view which is held by some authors,
there is the question of disagreeable local reactions. It was stated by
Calmette, and has been repeatedly confirmed, that inoculation with BCG
of reactors to tuberculin causes a Koch phenomenon at the site of injection
of the bacilli.b As for virulent bacilli, the extent of the Koch phenomenon
depends on the one hand on the number of bacilli injected and on their
virulence, and on the other hand on the allergy (hypersensitivity) of the
subject.

If the vaccine is injected subcutaneously, which happens now and then
even if the intracutaneous method is used, the Koch phenomenon may
reach a considerable degree. Heimbeck,s3 before starting the vaccination
of nurses in 1926, injected himself subcutaneously with 0.2 mg. of BCG
and got an immediate, strong reaction, with considerable oedema and
abscess formation, the fistula remaining open for nine weeks. Rados-
savlievitch et al.102 observed abscesses as large as a hen's egg after sub-
cutaneous injection of BCG, and in one case there was a fresh abscess
on the same spot two and a half years after the injection.

a See p. 469 in this number of the Bulletin.
b See also article on p. 441 in this number of the Bulletin.
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With regard to the intracutaneous injection of BCG, it is a common
experience that vaccination of tuberculin-positive individuals by mistake
may cause rather inconvenient and persistent ulcerations, in some cases
with suppurating affections of the lymph-nodes. As will be mentioned
later, vaccination of individuals with fairly low tuberculin-sensitivity
(negative reactors to 5 tuberculin units (TU),c and even to 50 TU)
may cause Koch phenomena of some extent. In the mass-vaccination
campaign at present being carried out in Oslo, the Adrenalin-Pirquet (AP)
test is used as the only test before vaccination. According to information
from Dr E. Dahl (personal communication), there have been so many
disagreeable Koch phenomena in individuals over 30 years of age that
the question of supplementing the AP test with a Mantoux test is being
considered for the older age-groups.

Palmer (personal communication) has kindly placed at my disposal
some data regarding the incidence of local complications following intra-
dermal BCG vaccination in mental institutions in Michigan and Ohio.
There is, as would be expected, a very obvious relation between original
tuberculin-sensitivity and the incidence of ulcers. In the Michigan studies
the observations at three days, one week, three weeks, six weeks, and nine
weeks after vaccination were selected for study. Whereas only 16% of
the non-reactors to 0.002 mg. of purified protein derivative (PPD) showed
ulcerations, the figure for the strong reactors to 0.0001 mg. of PPD was
76%. The ulcers appeared much earlier in reactors than in non-reactors
(Koch phenomenon). The reactions were on the average stronger in children
and adolescents than in adults. Ulcers of 5-mm. diameter or more were
found in 32% of the reactors to 0.0001 mg. of PPD and in 46% of the
strong reactors to this dose. Even on the 4th day 4% of the reactors to
0.0001 mg. showed ulceration, on the 7th day 13%, and on the 21st day
30%. After 6 weeks, however, only 5 % showed ulcers, and after 9 weeks
only 1 %.

This investigation gives a certain picture of what may be expected in
a vaccination campaign where no previous tuberculin-testing is used. It
can hardly be doubted that the local ulcerations (and the glandular sup-
purations) in tuberculin-positive individuals would create considerable
practical difficulties in a mass-vaccination campaign with the intradermal
method of vaccination, where no previous tuberculin-testing was carried
out.

Even though in the Joint Enterprise we are concerned only with the
intracutaneous method of vaccination, I would like to add a few words
on vaccination of reactors to tuberculin with the multipuncture and scarifi-
cation methods. The advantage of these methods over the intradermal
method is said to be the less frequent occurrence of strong local reactions.

c I international unit of Old Tuberculin (1 TU) = 0.01 mg., but the changing of the unit to
expression in terms of millilitres is under consideration by the Expert Committee on Biological
Standardization of the World Health Organization. - ED.
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As will be seen later, however, the incidence of strong local reactions with
the intradermal technique used in the Joint Enterprise seems to be very
low.d

With the multipuncture method of Rosenthal,106 ulceration of the papules
caused by vaccination of tuberculin-negative individuals is extremely rare.
In strongly tuberculin-positive individuals, however, I have, using only
two punctures (" diagnostic BCG-test ") and a concentration of BCG
of 20 mg. per ml., obtained such unfavourable reactions, with necrosis,
in the two papules, lasting for weeks and sometimes even for months,
that I have abstained from further examination of strongly tuberculin-
positive subjects by this method.121 There can be little doubt that the
reactions caused by using 40 punctures in strong reactors to tuberculin
might be " inconvenient ".

As to the possible use of the scarification method (Negre & Bretey 97)
in a mass campaign without previous tuberculin-testing, some interesting
information is available from the French literature regarding treatment
of tuberculous disease with BCG scarifications. Corre,24 who reports on
the treatment of 17 tuberculous patients with scarifications, observed small
pustules on the third to fifth day in nine of the cases ; the reactions then
regressed, however, and after three weeks there was most often only a
scar left. In one case, however-a strong reactor to tuberculin-he observed
a necrotic reaction with plenty of pus. Coulaud 25 has described two cases
of suppurating lymph-node affections in tuberculous individuals treated
with BCG scarifications. Similar cases have been described by Monod &
Kerambrun 93 and Jullien & Jullien.72 Gernez-Rieux, Breton, Houcke,
Mereau & Sevin,42 whose paper will be discussed in my report on tubercu-
lous disease in vaccinated subjects,e have in 1 case only out of 15 observed
small superficial abscesses in the scarifications. The glandular reactions
appeared early and were constant, but in no case was there suppuration.
I have myself made BCG scarifications in reactors to tuberculin and in
tuberculous patients and have been impressed by the moderate degree of
local reaction in the scarifications in most of the cases.

Even though no direct comparison has been made between the local
reactions to intradermal injection and to scarification with BCG in reactors
to tuberculin, the information available seems to indicate that " inconve-
nient " local reactions are far less frequent when the scarification method
is used than when the intradermal method is used. It remains to be ex-
amined how extensive and persistent the local reactions to scarifications
would be in a large number of tuberculin reactors with all degrees of
hypersensitivity.

It is very difficult to decide what should be called "inconvenient
reactions" and how large a local reaction may be tolerated in a mass-

d See article on p. 441 in this number of the Bulletin.
e See p. 469 in this number of the Bulletin.
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vaccination campaign. Opinions would probably differ to a considerable
extent from one country to another. But even if a more thorough investi-
gation of the local reactions to scarification with BCG in tuberculin reactors
showed relatively moderate reactions, so that for this reason the method
might in some countries be accepted for a mass-vaccination campaign,
the questions of the practical applicability and of the protecting value of
the scarification method would still have to be settled. These questions
will not be discussed here.

With the intradermal technique of vaccination used by the Joint Enter-
prise it is absolutely necessary to make a selection of individuals to be
vaccinated, by means of some method of tuberculin-testing, to avoid incon-
venient local reactions and possible harmful effects.

1.2 General Remarks on Tuberculin-Testing

The theoretical and practical questions regarding tuberculin-testing
represent a vast and complicated subject which has been much discussed
for years, and yet by far the majority of the problems remain unsettled.
It is not my intention to enter into a discussion of the entire theoretical
basis for using tuberculin-tests. But there are certain basic problems which
I think ought to be mentioned right at the beginning, even though they
may seem elementary to some of the more experienced workers in this
field.

1.2.1 Non-specific reactions
First of all it is important to stress the fact that to be a reactor to tuber-

culin is not in every case a proof of tuberculous infection, and to be a
non-reactor does not necessarily mean that a person is free from tuber-
culous infection. This is mainly, but not entirely, a question of method
and dose of tuberculin, and depends on the definition of the term " reactor
to tuberculin ". There are methods by the use of which a fairly large
number of individuals who are infected with tuberculosis will appear as
non-reactors, and there are methods which may give " positive reactions "
in individuals who in all probability are not infected. No method is as
yet known whereby human beings may with absolute accuracy be divided
into infected and non-infected individuals.

For a long time the view has been held by most of the authors writing
on the subject that the method of tuberculin-testing which gives the highest
number of positive reactors is the most " exact " or " correct ". It may
be correct to say that it is the most sensitive, but the view that the most
sensitive test is also the most efficient for detecting individuals who are
infected with tuberculosis has not gained sufficient support.

All known methods of tuberculin-testing seem to give a certain number
of what are called non-specific, or false, reactions. How these reactions
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are to be explained, we do not yet know. By non-specific in this connexion
we mean that they are probably not caused by the specific hypersensitivity
to tuberculo-protein, which is characteristic of the individual infected
with tuberculosis. Important work on this highly complicated question
is being carried out by Dr C. E. Palmer, Dr Lydia Edwards, and others.

We know that individuals who are most probably entirely free from
tuberculous infection sometimes give reactions to tuberculin which resemble
very closely the specific reactions and can often not be differentiated from
such. Certainly we have means of differentiating broadly between specific
and non-specific reactions. The specific reactions run a slower course than
the non-specific, are more characterized by infiltration (oedema)-whereas
the non-specific reactions mainly consist of erythema-and are usually
more extensive. It is therefore of extreme importance that the tuberculin
reactions be read sufficiently late, and that the infiltration be very carefully
measured, a point which cannot be stressed strongly enough.

In spite of these useful criteria, there are still cases where we have great
difficulty in deciding if a tuberculin reaction is specific or not. In fact
we are not for the time being able to decide this question with absolute
certainty. Until now, we have chiefly tried to check the specificity of one
tuberculin-test by using another tuberculin-test to which the same source
of error attaches. Scheel 111, 112 and others have rightly emphasized the
necessity of checking the results of the tuberculin-tests by means of infor-
mation obtained from regions outside the field of reaction. The occurrence
of calcified patches in the radiograph of the lungs may be used in this
connexion. In individual cases we may obtain indirect support for the
decision as to the specificity of the reaction through the subject's response
to subsequent tuberculous infection, but this will occur very seldom.
So we have to accept the fact that, on this point, there is at present a possi-
bility of error which we are not able to eliminate entirely. For instance,
no one is entitled to state whether a reaction of 10-mm. infiltration to
Mantoux 100 TU is, in any given case, specific or not.

In this connexion, it is also important to stress that the frequency
and extent of non-specific reactions seem to vary to a considerable degree
from one area to another, which means that the difficulties involved in
using high doses of tuberculin would be less in some areas than in others.

In fact, the view held by most clinicians and epidemiologists today,
that every individual who gives a Mantoux reaction to 100 TU of 8-mm.
to 10-mm. infiltration, or more, after 48-72 hours is infected with tuber-
culosis, may be questioned. Norwegian authors, among others, have
since 1930 maintained that the Mantoux reaction with 100 TU gives a
considerable number of non-specific reactions. If it is possible that, with
Mantoux 10 TU or with the AP test, " too few " of the infected individuals
are disclosed, it is highly probable that with Mantoux 100 TU " too many "
are disclosed, which under special circumstances, for instance when selecting
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people for BCG vaccination, may be just as bad. Scheel 113 and Brinch-
mann 20 have described typical cases of primary tuberculosis in nurses
who 4-5 months before showed a negative Pirquet reaction and a positive
Mantoux 100 TU (10-mm. infiltration or more after 72 hours), and who,
shortly after the testing, started work in tuberculosis wards. In my work
on the " diagnostic BCG-test " 121 J believe I have found support for the
hypothesis that a certain proportion of the reactions to 100 TU are non-
specific. In working with different proteins used for cutaneous and intra-
cutaneous tests, I have found that the intracutaneous method is far more
apt to give non-specific reactions than the cutaneous. The experienceof
Nexmand 99 in different forms of allergic conditions shows the same.
The most important confirmation of our view, however, is derived from the
investigations of Furcolow, Hewell, Nelson & Palmer,38 who have shown
that almost all persons tested will react if sufficiently large doses of tuber-
culin are given.

It must also be kept in mind that the reaction to tuberculin in many
cases probably consists of one specific and one non-specific component.
The danger of provoking non-specific reactions obviously increases with
increasing doses. The problem will be, as Edwards, Lewis & Palmer 32
have put it, to determine that dosage of tuberculin to which the greatest
proportion of infected individuals and the smallest proportion of uninfected
individuals give the specified minimum reaction.

I have found it necessary to make these general remarks on non-specific
reactions because I have the feeling that these facts are often either unknown
or forgotten, and that there is a tendency to regard the results and limits
of tuberculin reactions, measured in millimetres, as something absolute,
which they are not. Neither with the intracutaneous nor with the cutaneous
method does there exist a sharply defined boundary at a certain millimetre,
so that it is possible to state that all reactions above this limit mean tuber-
culous infection, and all below mean no tuberculous infection. We may
talk of reactors and non-reactors to a method and a dose, but we must
constantly bear in mind that this is not the same as infection or non-
infection with tuberculosis.

1.2.2 Choice of technique

It is evident from what has been said above that every decision regarding
the most suitable technique of tuberculin-testing must necessarily be a
compromise-a fact which we should constantly bear in mind. The choice
of technique will depend on a number of factors, for instance, on the
aim of the testing, and on the fact that a different technique may be chosen
for individual clinical examination and for mass examination. If the aim
is to select people for BCG vaccination, it may be important to pick out
for vaccination as many of the uninfected individuals as possible; if it
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is mass-radiography, it may be more important to find as many as possible
of the infected individuals to be x-rayed.

In a mass campaign like the Joint Enterprise, a considerable number
of individuals with unknown tuberculous disease will be included in the
tuberculin-testing. The methods used should therefore be sufficiently
sensitive to elicit positive reactions in nearly all persons suffering from
tuberculosis. This question will be discussed later. Further, a large number
of children and adolescents will, at the time of testing, be suffering from
acute disease or be convalescents. As it is not, in a mass campaign, practic-
able to exclude all such individuals from examination, and as nearly
every kind of infectious disease, not only the few that are mentioned in
the textbooks (e.g., measles and pertussis), may cause a depression of the
tuberculin-sensitivity, it is equally important not to use methods with
too low a degree of sensitivity.

On the other hand, excessively strong reactions should as far as possible
be avoided. In the choice of methods for tuberculin-testing in a mass-
vaccination campaign a series of different circumstances has to be taken
into account, from both the theoretical and practical points of view. By
using methods with a not too high degree of sensitivity we may exclude
the individuals with tuberculous disease and the hypersensitive subjects,
and we may be fairly sure that we get nearly all the uninfected individuals
for vaccination. At the same time we run the risk of vaccinating quite a
number of individuals who are infected with tuberculosis, and the import-
ance and possible harmful effects of this will have to be considered. On
the other hand, by using methods with a very high degree of sensitivity
(for example, high doses of tuberculin), we run the risk of provoking
non-specific reactions in individuals who are not infected with tuberculosis
and who therefore need the protection of the vaccine but will be excluded
from vaccination. One has to choose between, on the one hand, vaccinating
" too many " and disregarding the possible harm done to some potential
reactors to high doses of tuberculin and, on the other, vaccinating " too
few" and thereby disregarding the fact that a certain proportion of the
population which needs vaccination will not get it.

In the work of the Joint Enterprise the principle has hitherto been
adopted of using methods for tuberculin-testing with a moderate degree of
sensitivity, which would eliminate from vaccination the cases of tubercu-
losis, help us to avoid the unpleasant Koch phenomena, and eliminate most
of the individuals who are infected with tuberculosis and who are therefore
in no need of BCG vaccination. We have been perfectly aware that the
methods and doses used do not enable us to detect all the infected indi-
viduals, and that, therefore, a not inconsiderable number of individuals
who are already infected is included in the vaccination. This has been
based on the assumption that vaccination of individuals with a low degree
of sensitivity to tuberculin does not cause any harm. The hypothesis has
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even been put forward that a low degree of sensitivity to tuberculin might
be reinforced by BCG vaccination (which is probably correct), and that
thereby also the immunity might be increased (which is much more ques-
tionable).

The data available from the campaign will now be examined, in order
to find out if the reasons for our decisions as to the tuberculin technique
hold good, or if there is support for recommendations to change the
methods.

1.3 Moro Patch-Test

1.3.1 General observations
1.3.1.1 Indications and techniques. At the Paris meeting 117 mentioned
earlier it was " recommended that the Moro Ointment Patch test may
be used in children up to 12 years of age, as the final tuberculin test ". In
older age-groups the final screening-test should be a Mantoux test with
10 TU.

In B.C.G. vaccination against tuberculosis, which includes the instruc-
tions for the work in the Joint Enterprise, Holm 61 states that, in children
up to the age of 12, a Moro patch-test is enough. Non-reactors to this
test should be vaccinated with BCG. In children in the age-group 12-14
years, a Moro patch-test can be made instead of the first Mantoux test
(1 TU), but a negative patch-test in this age-group should be followed
by a Mantoux test with 10 TU, and only persons who are non-reactors
to this test should be vaccinated with BCG.

According to these instructions, the Moro patch-test (referred to hence-
forth in this article as the patch-test) has been used by the Joint Enterprise
in most countries as the only tuberculin-test before BCG vaccination in
children up to 12 years of age. In Poland, however, at the request of
prominent Polish doctors, this was changed in March 1949, so that a nega-
tive patch-test even in children under 12 years of age was followed by
Mantoux 10 TU. For the age-groups 12 to 14 years, in some places the
patch-test, in some places the Mantoux test with 1 TU, has been used as
the first test, both always followed by Mantoux 10 TU. In the Danish
programme in Germany, the patch-test in children under 12 years was
followed in most cases by Mantoux 33 TU. In the Swedish programme
in Carinthia, Austria, which was carried out before the agreement between
the Austrian government and the Joint Enterprise was signed, a negative
patch-test in children from 7 to 14 years of age was followed by Mantoux
50 TU. In the Norwegian programme in Genoa, Italy, the patch-test
was not used at all.

Many different methods have been suggested for percutaneous applica-
tion of tuberculin. During the last 10-15 years, especially following the
studies of various authors including Grozin (1934),47 Monrad (1936),94
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and Voilmer & Goldberger (1937),122 the application of tuberculin by the
use of plaster has supplanted the other methods. Most authors agree
that the patch-test is very useful in children. Monrad, for instance, found
that 341 children out of 358 (95%), aged 0-15 years, who reacted to
Mantoux 100 TU, gave a positive reaction to one or two patch-tests. The
figures given in the literature are somewhat different, and the way the two
methods are compared may be criticized to a certain degree. Relatively
little information is available with respect to the value of the patch-test
in the different age-groups of childhood, especially in infants and
small children. Considerable difference of opinion exists with regard
to the value of the patch-test in adults (Monrad,94 Grut,48 Bj0rkquist-
Wolontis,9 Blomquist,12 Gad & Frandsen,39 Holm & Holm,62 and others).
A review of the work published on the percutaneous test up to 1941 is given
by Kereszturi.74
A few details ought to be mentioned. Comparisons between the

patch-test and the original Moro method (rubbing the tuberculin into
the skin) seem to show that the patch-test gives a higher number of reactors
(Monrad 94 and others). Even if concentrated tuberculin (Hamburger's
test) seems to be better suited for the percutaneous test than tuberculin
ointment,60 it does not equal the effectiveness of the patch-test. Several
authors have found that a positive reaction to the patch-test may be missed
by reading the result on the third day, since the reaction sometimes does
not appear till the sixth day or even later. (The importance of " delayed
reactions" when the intracutaneous technique is used is well known and
has recently been demonstrated clearly in the Prophit survey.28) Most
authors stress the importance of cleaning the skin with ether, alcohol,
or acetone before application of the plaster. Non-specific reactions are
generally said to occur very seldom, but exact studies are lacking. With
regard to the sensitivity of the skin in different parts of the body, Wallgren 123
has shown that the skin on the chest is more sensitive than on the arm,
and Kereszturi 74 has observed that the skin on the back is still more
sensitive, especially if the chest has been exposed to light.

When, in 1947, the Danish doctors started to use the patch-test as the
screening-test before BCG vaccination of children in their campaign in
different countries, it was on the basis of different investigations made
during several years under the auspices of the State Serum Institute,
Copenhagen. In 1934 Holm,60 by using the original Moro technique of
rubbing the tuberculin ointment (tuberculin 3 times as strong as the standard
tuberculin) into the skin, found that the sensitivity of the percutaneous
test in children between 7 and 14 years of age corresponded fairly well
to that of the intracutaneous test with 0.005 mg. of tuberculin (which in
this case would mean about 1 TU). On comparison with Mantoux
0.02 mg. (3 TU), he found that 366 out of 384 children (95.3 %) between
7 and 12 years of age, who reacted to Mantoux 0.02 mg., gave a positive
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Moro test. From the 13th year of age the " failure " of the Moro test
increased considerably, and of 150 adults, among whom there were some
with tuberculous disease, only two gave a positive percutaneous reaction.

In 1941 Holm & Holm 62 made a comparison between the patch-test
and Mantoux 1 TU and 100 TU in schoolchildren in Haderslev. Of
212 children who gave a positive Mantoux 1 TU, only 9 reacted negatively
to the patch-test. Out of 66 reactors to Mantoux 100 TU, however, only
32 reacted to the patch-test. It should be noted that 14 individuals between
6 and 18 years, who were negative to Mantoux 100 TU, gave a positive
patch-test, but, as 12 of these reactions had disappeared on the 6th
day, they were considered non-specific.

The figures for children under 6 years with regard to the relation
between the patch-test and the Mantoux test have not been published
but a very close correspondence has been reported.
1.3.1.2 Definition oj positive reaction. When dealing with the Moro/Man-
toux comparisons quoted above and with those which will be given later
(see section 1.3.2 and Annex 2), it is important to bear in mind the fact
that there is no agreement as to exactly how a positive patch-test should
be defined. Most of the authors state rather vaguely what they understand
by a positive reaction. Monrad 94 defines it as follows: the skin is very
red with scattered or confluent papules of the size of a pin-head. Holm,60
when speaking of the positive percutaneous test, mentions that the relation
between the two elements, erythema and infiltration, may vary considerably.
Erythema may be absent, so that the reactions consist of pale, small nodules
around the hair. In such cases it may be easier to feel than to see the
reaction. Holm stresses the difficulty of obtaining a precise, objective
measure for the strength of the reaction, and maintains that the number
of elements (papules) cannot be used, as reactions which must decidedly
be considered as weak may show numerous papules, even if it is usual
that weak reactions consist of few papules. The size of the individual
papules might perhaps give a better measure, but this is a very uncertain
procedure.

Because it seemed necessary, in a mass campaign, to have an objective
measurable limit fixed for the positive reaction, the instructions for the
work in the Joint Enterprise cite the number of papules as the criterion:
in order to call a reaction positive there should be at least three papules.
In the instructions given by the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, however,
it is stated that, for a positive reaction, the skin at the place where the
ointment was applied should be very red and covered with spots of the size
of a pin-head, either lying separately or in a clump, while the place where
the control-plaster was placed should be quite normal: " In a weak positive
reaction no redness but only one or two small papules are visible."

Several nurses and doctors, who, through their work in the Joint
Enterprise, have gained an enormous experience with regard to the aspects
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of the patch-test, are of the opinion that the description of the positive
test is hardly exhausted by giving the number of papules. There seem
to be qualitatively different types of reaction, which should be recorded
in some way or other. The papules may be distinctly visible and isolated,
or confluent. One special type seems to be the reaction which is hardly
visible in direct light, with no erythema, and visible only in sidelight.

TABLE I. DUPLICATE READINGS, CARRIED OUT BY A DANISH NURSE IN GREECE,
OF MORO PATCH-TEST AFTER BCG VACCINATION. DISTRIBUTION OF CASES

ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF PAPULES COUNTED

Number of panules Number of papules on first reading
on second reading Total

0-2 3-7 8-20 > 20

0-2 10* 0 0 2 12
3-7 5 6 0 4 15
8-20 1 1 7 5 14
>20 2 3 2 54 61

Total 18 10 9 65 102

* The figures in bold type show the number of cases in which the number of papules counted
came within the same group on both readings.

The second reading was carried out 30 minutes after the first.

1.3.1.3 Reading and recording of results. Several suggestions have been
made for the procedure of reading and recording the result of the patch-
test. Annex 1 gives the instructions which Dr Gonda and Dr Fog-
Poulsen have worked out for reading the patch-test in re-examining
vaccinated subjects in Czechoslovakia. Dr 0sterskov-Jensen has suggested
a system of giving figures for a positive reaction which are the product
of two factors: (a) the number of papules ; (b) the size of the single papules
in relation to the average.

It seems evident that the lack of easily ascertained quantitative criteria
in reading the result of the patch-test may give room for a considerable
error of judgement in some cases. This is made clear in a small investiga-
tion carried out by an experienced Danish nurse in Greece, who made dupli-
cate readings of the patch-test after BCG vaccination, with the second read-
ing half-an-hour later than the first. The figures obtained are given in
table I, and the comparative results of the two readings may further be
tabulated as follows

A
Number of cases Percentage

Second reading same as first reading 77 75.5
Second reading more than first reading 14 13.7
Second reading less than first reading 11 10.8

Total 102 100
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B
First reading Second reading

Number % Number %

Positive reactions (3 or more papules) 84 82.4 90 88.2
Negative reactions (0-2 papules) 18 17.6 12 11.8

Total 102 100 102 100

It will be seen that, whereas 84 reactions were read as positive on the first
reading, 90 were called positive by the same individual on the second
reading. It is to be expected that independent readings of the patch-test
by different observers would give a still higher percentage of error.
Investigations on these lines should be carried out.

It will certainly be of interest to study the distribution of the readings
of the different number of papules. Dr 0sterskov-Jensen has submitted
the results of the counting of the papules in 1,252 German children (not
vaccinated), where the reading was made by German doctors ; these results
were as follows

Number of papules Distribution of cases

3-4 30
5-10 333

11-15 107
16-20 253
>20 529

The qualitative factor has not been taken into consideration here.
The fact that the number of cases with, respectively, 5-10 and 16-20 papules
is considerably larger than the number of cases with 11-15 papules, might
be a result of errors in the reading.

The data which are at present available as a basis for creating a good
system of reading the patch-test, giving credit both to the quantitative
and the qualitative factor, seem insufficient. Control studies will have to
be set up. The justification for putting the limit for a positive reaction
at three papules should be examined. Investigations should also be made
as to the value of the use of control-plaster without tuberculin. Such a
control is not used in the Joint Enterprise. Very little is known about the
frequency of occurrence of non-specific reactions to the patch-test, and
attention should be focused on this most important subject. Dr Lydia
Edwards plans to compare the reactions to tuberculin patch-tests with the
reactions to patch-tests with tragacanth, without tuberculin.

With regard to the " delayed reactions " to the patch-test, Dr H. M0ller
and Dr Borum Rasmussen have made a study of 3,192 children in the
neighbourhood of Katowice, Poland. The patch-test was read both on
the 3rd/4th day and on the 6th/7th day, and half the children who showed
a negative reaction on the first reading were given a Mantoux 10 TU.
Out of 749 children who were negative on the first reading, and who were
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given no Mantoux test, 18 (2.4%) showed a positive reaction on the
6th/7th day, whereas 16 (2.0%) of the 810 who were given a Mantoux test
showed positive reactions on the second reading. On the other hand, 7 of
the 66 children who showed a positive patch-test on the first reading (with
less than 10 papules) were read as negative after 6-7 days. In all, 800 showed
a positive patch-test on the first reading as against 834 on the second.
The question of whether the reading of the patch-test should be postponed
a few days is open to discussion. More data are needed before it can be
answered.

There is, however, one observation made by M0ller and Borum Ras-
mussen which points to the possible value of postponing the reading:
116 reactions were called " doubtful " at the first reading, and 113 of these
were read as completely negative at the second reading. No doubtful
reactions seem to have occurred at the second reading. I would like to
draw special attention to this group of doubtful reactions. The number
of 116 in a study including 845 positive reactions is certainly not negligible.
In an investigation carried out on schoolchildren in Vienna, Dr H. Mathisen
found 146 doubtful reactions as against 1,728 positive. Many observers
claim to be able to decide with great accuracy in every case if a patch-test
is positive or not. In my opinion it is extremely important to be careful and
cautious in the reading of the patch-test and a place for doubtful reactions
would certainly be useful.

1.3.1.4 Control by further tests. Another question of some importance
in this connexion is the increase in the number of positive reactors which
may be obtained by repeating the patch-test, without adding a Mantoux
test. Unfortunately, the only investigation we have as yet in which the
patch-test has been repeated (made in Vienna by Dr Mathisen) is compli-
cated by the fact that Mantoux 1 TU and 10 TU were given at the same
time as the first and second patch-tests respectively. It was found that
94.0% of the total number of reactors to the patch-test reacted on the first
patch-test, and 6.0% on the second. With respect to the doubtful reactions,
Mathisen's results seem to confirm the findings of M0ller and Borum
Rasmussen. Only 24 out of 146 individuals who gave a doubtful reaction
to the first test, reacted to the second (see also section 1.3.2.2).

It is known from the literature that the repetition of the patch-test
gives a higher number of positive reactors than one single test. Grut 48
found that out of 270 individuals who were reactors to Mantoux 100 TU,
82% reacted on the first patch-test and 12% on the second. This pheno-
menon, that, in cases of negative (or doubtful) reactions, the same test
repeated immediately after the reading of the first may in some cases elicit
a positive reaction, has been very much discussed. Related to this pheno-
menon are some cases where the first test is positive and the second test
gives a stronger reaction. The first test seems in some way or other to
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" sensitize" the organism. After the careful investigations carried out by
Bj0rnstad 10 with graduated intracutaneous tests, the existence of the
" sensitizing phenomenon " can hardly be doubted. It seems to play a role
mainly when the interval between the first and second test does not exceed
1-2 weeks, but may also be found in certain cases after longer intervals.
Bj0rnstad found both a decrease in the threshold value and stronger
reactions to the second dose. The reason why some observers have not
been able to find signs of sensitizing may be that they have allowed too
long an interval between the first and second test. One cannot explain the
phenomenon on the basis of " delayed reactions ", as the first reaction
very often remains negative.

This should be kept in mind when judging the results of comparisons
between two methods of tuberculin-testing by successive application of the
tests to be compared. A certain increase in the number of reactors is to
be expected also when repeating the same test, and is not necessarily due
to the circumstance that the second method is in itself more sensitive
than the first.

Of course this applies also to comparison between the patch-test and
the Mantoux test when the latter is carried out in the negative reactors to
the patch-test, even if we are not able to estimate exactly the importance
of this phenomenon.

The question of severe reactions and the possible harmful effect of a
patch-test will be discussed later, in connexion with the other tuberculin-
tests, in the paper dealing with tuberculous disease in BCG-vaccinated
individuals. f

The salient point with regard to the use of the patch-test as the screening-
test for BCG vaccination in children is this: How many of the children
who are infected do we detect by means of one Moro patch-test ? This
again involves two different questions. One is: How many specific positive
reactions to the patch-test do we get in a group in which practically all
individuals are supposed-on the basis, for instance, of the results of other
tuberculin-tests which are considered reliable-to be infected ? The other
question is: To what extent does the patch-test give misleading, non-
specific reactions in groups of individuals who are not infected ?

There is another aspect of the problem: To what extent may the BCG
vaccination of an individual who is infected with tubercle bacilli in spite
of being a non-reactor to the patch-test cause trouble and even harm ?
This will be examined later.

With regard to the first question, so far only comparisons between
the patch-test and other tuberculin-tests have been made. The frequency
of calcifications in the lungs may not be too well suited for checking the
test in a group of children among whom a large number of the reactors

f See p. 469 in this number of the Bulletin.
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became infected so recently that calcifications have not yet appeared.
(The use of the Koch phenomenon as a means of checking tuberculous
infection will be discussed in a separate report.!)

1.3.2 Data from Joint Enterprise

The comparison of two tuberculin-tests, with the aim of ascertaining
which is the more efficient for detecting the true number of infected indi-
viduals, is a much more complicated matter than is generally believed
by most doctors who try to make such comparisons. It is especially impor-
tant to eliminate the bias involved in the fact that the same person reads
the results of both tests, and it is necessary to be aware of many pitfalls in
the procedure. The studies must be made absolutely objectively and a
special statistical analysis made of the result. It is astonishing how difficult
it is to get doctors merely to describe what they see and feel, without at
the same time giving their interpretations. Probably the bias represented
by the expectation of a certain result is of considerable importance. It
is still a very common thing for doctors to arrange the findings according
to their theory, instead of basing their theory upon findings which have
been recorded scrupulously. For instance, one doctor mentioned that it
is not necessary to look for glandular swellings when studying the Koch
phenomenon after BCG vaccination, because we " know" that a super-
infection is not followed by glandular reactions ; this is a typical example
of bias, which may exclude valuable observations.

Through the field work in the Joint Enterprise, a considerable amount
of material has been gathered giving information with respect to groups
of children and adolescents who were tested both with the patch-test and
with the Mantoux test. This material is extremely heterogeneous, and
may be classified into three main categories:

(a) material from the ordinary routine examinations, where a negative
patch-test has been followed by a Mantoux test with 10 TU, 33 TU, 50 TU,
or 100 TU (this represents by far the greatest part of the material but is
undoubtedly the least valuable);

(b) special studies which have been set up by single doctors on their
own initiative, with widely differing procedures ; and

(c) special studies which have been made according to strict instructions
issued by the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office.
1.3.2.1 Studies based on instructions of WHO Tuberculosis Research Office.
I will start with the last category which is by far the most valuable. The
WHO Tuberculosis Research Office has worked out detailed instructions
for comparison between the Moro patch-test and the Mantoux test (see
Annex 2). The results of investigations carried out according to these

g See p. 441 in this number of the Bulletin.
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instructions have been received so far only from two powiats h in the
neighbourhood of Krakow, Poland, and from different parts of India.
As rather special circumstances which have not yet been analysed seem
to be involved in the Indian investigations, especially with regard to non-
specific reactions, I will give here the result of the Polish study only. It
must however be stressed that so far we have only the results tabulated
on special forms which allow a rough evaluation of the reciprocal value
of the two tests, but not a more detailed analysis, which will necessitate
more detailed information from the lists or the cards.

In this study each person was, on the first day, simultaneously given a
patch-test and a Mantoux 1 TU. On the third day the reactions were
read independently, one observer reading the patch-test, another reading
the Mantoux test. The criteria for positive reactions were the usual ones
for the Joint Enterprise (see section 1.3.1.2). If the reaction to Mantoux
1 TU was less than 6-mm. infiltration, a Mantoux 10 TU was given. On
the 6th day the patch-test was read again, while another observer read the
Mantoux 10 TU. In all, 24,133 individuals were included at the start of
the study.

There is certainly room for discussion as to which way is the most
correct for presenting the results of such an investigation. A way which
is commonly used in reports is just to say that such and such a percentage
of the negative reactors to the patch-test reacted to the Mantoux test.
This does not give very much information. In a group with a low infection-
rate, and accordingly a very large number of non-reactors, this percentage
will probably be very low, while the figure will be much higher in a group
with a high infection-rate and, accordingly, a low number of non-reactors.
Although complete agreement has not yet been reached with regard to the
best way of presenting the results, it is obvious that the method mentioned
may be misleading, and that the results of different methods of analysis
should be presented. The most valuable figure may be the figure which
gives the number of reactors to the patch-test as a percentage of the total
number of reactors to both tests (patch-test and Mantoux), but even this
does not give the whole truth.

From a preliminary study of the tabulated figures, two main obser-
vations seem to be justified. One is that the difference in the results between
the two sexes is very slight and does not seem to show any characteristic
features. For the sake of simplicity, therefore, I will give only the figures
for males. The other observation is that there is a very marked difference
in the reciprocal value of the patch-test and the Mantoux test when the
group of children under 10-12 years of age is compared with the group of
older children and adolescents. We will concentrate our attention on the
age-group 1-12 years.

h A powiat is an administrative district equivalent to part of a province. - ED.
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The cases where the two tests gave the same results (both positive or
both negative) amounted to 95.6% of the male children (1-12 years).
In 4.2% the patch-test was negative and the Mantoux test was positive,
and in 0.1% the patch-test was positive and the Mantoux negative. If
we estimate the number of reactors to the patch-test as a percentage of
the total number of Mantoux positives, we find for male children (1-12
years) the figure 87.6%. This would indicate that, by using the patch-test
alone in this group, 12.4% of the male children who react to Mantoux
1 TU or 10 TU would not have been discovered. If, conversely, the number
of males (1-12 years) who reacted to Mantoux, but not to the patch-test,
is calculated as a percentage of the non-reactors to the patch-test, the figure
is 6.1 %. These three ways of presenting the figures all tell the same story:
that by using Mantoux 1 TU and 10 TU, in addition to the patch-test,
a certain number of reactors are discovered who would probably not have
been disclosed by the patch-test alone.

It is certainly also of interest to obtain some information regarding
the relation between the patch-test and each of the two Mantoux tests.
Out of 2,378 males (1-12 years) who reacted to Mantoux 1 TU, 2,213 (93 %)
also gave a positive patch-test. On the other hand, 106 out of 5,444 (2%)
who gave no reaction to Mantoux 1 TU nevertheless gave a positive
patch-test. These figures tell us that in this group, consisting of 7,716
individuals, the Mantoux 1 TU test disclosed 165 individuals who did
not react to the patch-test, but at the same time failed to disclose 106
individuals who did react to it. The evaluation of this data will be discussed
later.

In the group of males (1-12 years) who were non-reactors to Mantoux
1 TU but reactors to 10 TU, only 32.3% gave a positive patch-test.

Certain observations discussed below make it desirable to examine
the age-group 1-6 years separately. In this group 87.6% of the males who
reacted to Mantoux tests (1 TU or 10 TU) were also reactors to the patch-
test, as against 89.2% in the group 7-12 years. The difference is slight
and, for the reactors to Mantoux 1 TU only, the figures are 95.2% and
94% respectively. This study does not seem to support the supposition
that the patch-test is less valuable, compared with the Mantoux test, in
children under 6 years than in older children.

With regard to the age-groups, it is of interest to try to find out at what
age the difference between the patch- and the Mantoux tests begins to
increase on a more considerable scale. If we take the figures for Mantoux-
positive but patch-negative males, calculated as a percentage of the total
number examined, we find that from I to 8 years the figures fall between
3.6% and 1.4% with no definite trend as age increases. From 9-12 years
we find the figures between 4.4% and 6.2%, but at the age of 13 there
is a jump to 8.2%, and from this age the figures increase considerably
(15 years: 12.6%; 17 years: 28.6o% ; 18 years: 36.1%). This trend is
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illustrated by fig. 1, which shows the percentage of reactors obtained
with the different methods. Up to 9 years the curve for the patch-test
follows the curve for Mantoux 1 TU quite closely, but from 13 years on
there is an increasing deviation.

FIG. 1. PERCENTAGE OF REACTORS TO TUBERCULIN ACCORDING TO AGE

l AGE (YEARS) AGE (ANS l

Studies carried out on 12,448 males in Myslenice and Wadowice powiats, Poland, from May to
June 1949

Mantoux I TU and 10 TU
. - -- - -Mantoux 1 TU
.......... .Moro patch-test

When considering the conclusions which may be drawn from these
data, it is important to bear in mind certain reservations which must be
made, especially because of peculiar circumstances which are too com-
plicated and too insufficiently analysed to be discussed in detail here.
It has, for instance, been found that, of the males who presented themselves
for reading of the second Mantoux test, only 2.1 % had shown a positive
patch-test at the first reading, whereas the same had been the case in 12%
of the males who did not turn up for the second reading.

However one may conclude that, in this study, the Mantoux tests have
disclosed a certain number of reactors who were not detected with the
patch-test. This has been found in all the age-groups, but to a much smaller
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degree in children up to 12 years of age than in older children. The same
applies, but on a lesser scale, to the Mantoux tests with 1 TU alone.

It seems to be well established that, in many areas, a reaction to Mantoux
1 TU of 6-mm. infiltration or more on the third day is a fairly reliable
criterion of tuberculous infection. In fact, reactions of even 4-5 mm. to
this dose should probably be considered as a sign of tuberculous infection
(see section 1.4.4.3). If this is correct, we may say that, in the cases where
the patch-test is negative and the Mantoux 1 TU is positive, there is a
"failure " of the patch-test to detect individuals infected with tuberculosis.

With respect to the importance of a positive Mantoux 10 TU in indivi-
duals who are non-reactors to 1 TU, it is possible, and even probable,
that non-specific reactions play a certain role. We do not know exactly
how great this role is, but non-specific reactions are probably particularly
pertinent in the case of reactions of 6- to 9-mm. infiltration, and these
weak reactions do not seem to be numerous. On the whole, there is very
little evidence that a large percentage of the reactors to Mantoux 10 TU
are not infected, even if we have to bear in mind the varying frequency
and extent of the non-specific reactions in different areas. In my opinion
it is safe to say that, in most of the cases where a patch-test is negative
in the presence of a positive Mantoux 10 TU, the patch-test is probably
failing to detect individuals who are infected with tuberculosis.

Before summing up the results of this study it is, however, necessary
to say a few words about the " over-readings ", that is, the cases where
a positive patch-test has been read in non-reactors to the Mantoux tests.

The figure for " over-readings " in these data is very small. Only
14 individuals out of 6,924 non-reactors to Mantoux gave a positive
patch-test; (0.1 % of the total group showed a positive patch-test with
negative Mantoux tests). No characteristic differences between the age-
groups have been found. We are not yet able to decide if positive patch-
tests in Mantoux-negative subjects represent non-specific reactions, or if
the patch-test in some cases is really more effective in detecting tuberculous
infections than the Mantoux tests. In the cases where the patch-test is
positive in non-reactors to Mantoux 1 TU (for males there are 181 cases
in this study, or 4.1 % of the total number of reactors to the patch-test),
the majority of positive patch-reactions will probably be specific, as most
of them are " confirmed " by a subsequent positive Mantoux 10 TU. For
the very few cases which show a positive patch-test in spite of a negative
Mantoux 10 TU, the question is much more difficult to decide.

In this connexion, reference should be made to some observations,
discussed in section 2.4, concerning the result of patch-tests in the case
of BCG-vaccinated subjects. There seems to be a slight possibility that
the patch-test is more sensitive in vaccinated subjects than Mantoux 1 TU,
and perhaps also more sensitive than Mantoux 10 TU. Andersen 2 has
even found it more sensitive than Mantoux 100 TU in infants who have
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been vaccinated with BCG. As he did not see these weak but definite
patch-reactions in infants who were not vaccinated, he maintained that
they could hardly be considered as non-specific.

Our knowledge of the importance of non-specific reactions to the
patch-test is, as mentioned before, very scarce. Special attention should
be focused on the group of " doubtful " patch-tests, which, according to
the observations made by M0ller and Borum Rasmussen, and by Mathisen,
(see section 1.3.1.3), turn out negative, in the large majority of cases, when
read on the sixth day. In the study described here, " doubtful " reactions
have not been mentioned.

In summing up the main results of this special study it may be said:
(1) that the patch-test in children up to 12 years of age seems to cor-

respond fairly well in sensitivity to the Mantoux 1 TU;
(2) that the patch-test is somewhat less sensitive than the Mantoux

10 TU in the same age-group, the difference increasing with age;
(3) that the " failure " of the patch-test, judged in relation to Mantoux

1 TU and 10 TU, increases rapidly in ages above 12;
(4) that " over-reading" does not seem to have played any important

role in this study, but the information available on non-specific reactions
is insufficient.

It should, however, again be emphasized that one must be very cautious
in drawing definite conclusions from a single study, in view of the many
sources of error, particularly, perhaps, the difficulties in reading a positive
patch-test exactly.

It must also be kept in mind that the possibility cannot entirely be
excluded that the patch-test gives the " true " number of infected indivi-
duals, whereas the individuals who react to the Mantoux test, but not to
the patch-test, may be non-specific reactors.

1.3.2.2 Studies by individual workers. I will now consider the second
category of comparisons between the patch-tests and the Mantoux tests,
the special studies carried out by single doctors on their own initiative,
without special instructions from the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office.
With regard to these studies, we do not possess detailed information
concerning the exact procedure. Both the patch-test and the Mantoux
tests have been read by the same observer.

In 1947, before the beginning of the Joint Enterprise, Dr Grete Tobiassen
carried out in Warsaw (during the vaccination campaign of the Danish
Red Cross in Poland) a study in two groups of schoolchildren. The first,
embracing 1,140 children between 7 and 9 years of age, with successive
application of the patch-test and Mantoux 33 TU, showed that 93% of
the Mantoux-positives gave a positive patch-test. In the second series,
where 100 TU were used for the Mantoux test, 88 % of the Mantoux-
positives gave a positive patch-test. Of special interest, however, is the
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fact that Dr Tobiassen has recorded the size of the Mantoux reactions in
the children with a negative patch-test. The figures were as follows

Size of infiltration Distribution of cases
(in mm.) 33 TU 100 TU

10-19 30 1 blister 67 5 blisters

30-39 1 1 necrosis 2 1 necrosis

The figures, although small, show that, with doses as high as 100 TU
directly after a negative patch-test, severe reactions may be obtained.

In the summer of 1948 Dr H. Mathisen carried out a comparison
between the patch-tests and the Mantoux tests in Vienna, during a Danish
Red Cross vaccination-programme. The group consisted of schoolchildren
(aged 7 to 16 years). The interesting point in this special study is that
a second patch-test was carried out in all cases where the first was not
unquestionably positive. Mantoux 1 TU and 10 TU were used in the
same way as in the Krakow study (see section 1.3.2.1), with the difference
that all reactions were read by the same observer. The number of positives
to the patch-test was found to be higher than that found with Mantoux
1 TU, but slightly lower than that found with Mantoux 10 TU (there were
1,873 Mantoux-positives in all, with 1,728 positives to the first, and 110
to the second, patch-test). It should be noted that out of 82 children who
were negative to the first, but positive to the second, patch-test, 78 were
reactors to Mantoux, whereas out of 122 children who showed a doubtful
reaction to the first, and a negative reaction to the second, patch-test, only
6 were reactors to Mantoux. Of a total of 146 doubtful reactors to the
first patch-test, 7 were reactors to Mantoux 1 TU, and 15 to 10 TU, and
12 of these 15 gave a positive second patch-test.

Dr P. Andresen has made comparisons between the two tests during
his work in Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Italy. In a group of 2,103 indivi-
duals tested, 92% of the positives to Mantoux 33 TU were reactors to
the patch-test. The recording of the size of the Mantoux reactions shows
moderate reactions, but the figures are very small.

Lastly, I refer to the report, submitted by Dr Triantaphyllou to this
conference, on the BCG-vaccination campaign in Greece, where a study is
mentioned involving about 3,000 children. The patch-test was here found
a trifle more sensitive than the Mantoux 1 TU (32% positive reactions
as against 30%), and only 31 out of 1,434 patch-negatives who were tested
with Mantoux 10 TU showed a positive reaction (2.2%). However, a very
large number did not appear for reading (446 out of 1,880).

In summing up these last four studies, one may say that the relative
efficacy of the patch-test appears to be higher than in the Krakow study
(see section 1.3.2.1), but that we do not know if there is a real difference,
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or if the last four studies are influenced by special circumstances in the
procedure, especially the bias involved when one person reads both tests.
The figures in these studies are relatively small, and the possibilities of
error are numerous. They should certainly be considered with caution.

1.3.2.3 Observations from routine examinations. These reservations apply
in still higher degree to the last category of comparisons which must be
mentioned, i.e., the results from the ordinary routine examinations. I will
give a brief review of the results before discussing in detail some points
of special interest.

Information on the relation between the patch-test and a subsequent
Mantoux 10 TU is available from, inter alia, Samobor and Apatin (Yugo-
slavia), Jesenik, Bratislava city, and Bratislava environs (Czechoslovakia),
Bydgoszcz powiat, Gniezno city, and Torun powiat (Poland), and Hamm
city (Germany). The procedure was to give a Mantoux 10 TU as a routine
measure to most of the negative reactors to the patch-test. The criteria
for positive tests were the usual ones for the Joint Enterprise. The tests
and the readings were made by a great number of different persons. The
number of individuals in each age-group differs widely, as does the number
who did not appear for reading. A correction for the last group has been
introduced, based on the assumption that the same percentage of reactors
is to be expected in this group as in the group which appeared for reading,
an assumption whose validity might certainly be questioned.

In view of the numerous sources of error, it does not seem warranted
to give a detailed presentation of the material. A large amount of energy
has been expended in trying to analyse the results, with very little profit.
When the number of reactors to the patch-test estimated as a percentage
of the Mantoux reactors is chosen as a very rough indication of the main
results, one finds that for the age-group of 6 years the figures vary between
68.9% and 96.7%, for 10 years between 83.5% and 93.6%, for 12 years
between 79.5% and 96.2%, and for 14 years between 70.4% and 94.9%.
The lowest figure obtained is 53.8 % for females in Bratislava city. In all
these studies, there is a drop in the figures starting from the lOth-12th year
of age. No characteristic difference between the sexes is observed, neither
has it been possible to find any definite relation to the infection-rate, judging
from the curves of positive reactors from age-group to age-group.
A fairly large amount of data has been forwarded from the Danish

Red Cross campaign in Germany (Hessen and Schleswig-Holstein) where
a negative patch-test has been followed by Mantoux 33 TU. The reserva-
tions made in the foregoing are justified to the same extent here. Investiga-
tions from 6 different places show a variation of reactors to the patch-test,
as a percentage of the total reactors, ranging between 77.2% and 95.9%
at 6 years of age, between 74.6% and 98.2% at 10 years, and between
51.7% and 86.9% at 14 years of age. A study of 1,659 reactors in Nuremberg,
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where the number of papules was carefully counted, showed 75 % reactors
to the patch-test in children between 2 and 14 years of age.

In most of the data, the significant drop in the percentage of reactors
to the patch-test sets in at about 10-11 years of age, sometimes a little
earlier. In 3 of the 6 series the figures start to decrease a year or two earlier
in girls than in boys, and the figures for the girls above 11-12 years of age
fall a little below the figures for the boys, a circumstance which should
be noted and carefully studied in future investigations.

From three different places in Carinthia, Austria, we have information
about the investigations carried out by the Swedish Red Cross, where a
negative patch-test has been followed by a Mantoux 50 TU. It should
be noted that the infection-rate in these areas is exceedingly low (15-19%
reactors at the age of 13). At the age of 7 years the figure for reactors
to the patch-test, calculated as a percentage of the total reactors, varies
between 90.30% and 92.80%, for 10 years between 81.3% and 90.10%, and
for 12 years between 80.8 % and 95.7 %. The figures for each of the groups
are relatively small. The patch-test was carried out with Swedish tuberculin
ointment, which, according to comparisons made by Dr R. Lundstr0m,
gives slightly fewer positive reactions than the ointment from the State
Serum Institute, Copenhagen. The Mantoux tests were made with Swedish
Old Tuberculin (OT).

We do not yet possess information with regard to the strength of the
Mantoux reactions in these investigations, where a dose of 50 TU was
used, but, according to personal communications from Swedish doctors,
the reactions have not, on the average, been too strong.

Dr Nathorst has kindly submitted the results of investigations carried
out by German doctors in cities of Germany (British Zone), where the
Swedish Red Cross is carrying out a BCG campaign. Swedish ointment
was used. At the age of 6-7 years, 93.50% of the reactors to Mantoux
50 TU gave a positive patch-test, at the age of 10, 91.1 %, and at the age
of 14, only 82.0%. Comparisons between the Swedish patch-test, the
Danish patch-test, and Hamburger's test (rubbing concentrated tuberculin
into the skin) have been made both in the US and the British Zones of
Germany, in all instances with the result that the patch-test gave a consi-
derably higher number of positive reactors.

It does not seem worthwhile to go more into detail with respect to the
large body of data from the routine tests in different countries, in view of
the possibility of different errors. It would have been of interest to be
able to compare the relation between the patch-test, on the one hand,
and each of the different Mantoux doses (10 TU, 33 TU, and 50 TU),
on the other, to find out how many more reactors are gained by increasing
the dose. The data available, however, do not lend themselves to such
comparisons.
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The reservations here stressed with regard to the scientific value of
these data do not of course involve any criticism. We are fully aware
of the difficulties in registering the many sources of error under ordinary
working conditions. But one should certainly be extremely cautious in
drawing conclusions as to the reciprocal value of the two tests from these
data. Perhaps it may be fair to say, however, that the wide experience
gained from adding a Mantoux test with 10 TU, 33 TU, or 50 TU to a
negative patch-test confirms, to some extent, the results of the more careful
studies mentioned earlier. It seems obvious that a single patch-test on
schoolchildren does not disclose more than 80% to 95% of the reactors
to Mantoux, sometimes even less. And even if some of the Mantoux
reactions are non-specific, there seems to be very little reason to doubt
that they may be considered a sign of tuberculous infection in the great
majority of cases, at least in many areas or countries.

1.4 Mantoux Test

1.4.1 Choice of dose
At the Paris meeting 117 it was recommended that for the age-groups

above 12 years the final screening-test before BCG vaccination should
be a Mantoux test with 10 TU. It was further recommended that the
reading should be made on the third day, and that a positive Mantoux
reaction should be indicated by a degree of induration not less than 6 mm.
in diameter. Redness alone does not constitute a positive reaction. A
decision as to the preference for PPD or OT was to be left to a later date,
but only standardized tuberculin was to be used.

In B.C.G. vaccination against tuberculosis, where the exact technique
for the Joint Enterprise has been laid down, Holm 61 has fixed 1 TU
(0.00002 mg. PPD), which is equivalent to 0.01 mg. OT, as the first dose
for individuals over 14 years of age. For those between 12 and 14 years,
the patch-test or Mantoux 1 TU may be used for the first test. Only non-
reactors to 1 TU should be given a test with 10 TU, and only non-reactors
to 10 TU are given BCG vaccination. As already mentioned (see section
1.3.1.1), the Mantoux 10 TU has also been used in recent months as the
final test for children below 12 years in Poland. In the different Swedish
and Danish vaccination campaigns outside the Joint Enterprise a somewhat
different dosage has been used, both for the first and second dose.

The question of the tuberculin doses best suited for use in a mass
campaign is a very complicated one, which must be looked at both from
the theoretical and from the practical point of view, not least from the
latter. A number of problems arise: Is it feasible to use the same dosage
in every area, or should the methods be fixed according to the level of
sensitivity which is found by preliminary investigations ? If a standardized
technique is necessary, will 1 TU be the dose which is best suited as a
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first dose ? How strong are the reactions to 1 TU ? How strong are the
reactions, when 3 TU, 5 TU, or 10 TU are used as the first dose? Does
10 TU as the screening-dose detect a sufficiently large proportion of the
individuals infected with tuberculosis ? How much do we gain in specific
reactions, and how much do we lose through non-specific reactions, by
increasing the final dose to 33 TU, to 50 TU, or even to 100 TU ? How
strong are the reactions we get to these respective doses in individuals
who are non-reactors to 1 TU, 3 TU, or 5 TU ? Would it be possible to
single out one dose as the single screening-test ? How great would be
the danger of too strong reactions, and how large the percentage missed
of individuals infected with tuberculosis ?

The information available from the field work of the Joint Enterprise
is, as yet, quite inadequate for answers to be given to all these highly
complicated questions. However, some observations will be given to throw
at least some light on the problems, and to serve as a basis for further
discussion.

Before we enter into the presentation of the material, I will make a
few comments on the considerations which led to the final decision to
use 1 TU and 1O TU for the tuberculin-testing, as a standardized technique.

1.4.2 Procedures used prior to Joint Enterprise campaign

In his thesis, Holm (1934) 60 suggests the following procedure for
epidemiological investigations:

(1) intracutaneous test with 0.01 mg. of standard tuberculin;
(2) reading on the third day and intracutaneous test with 0.1 mg.

of tuberculin on the negatives;
(3) reading of the second reaction after three days and intracutaneous

test with 1 mg. of tuberculin on the negatives;
(4) after another three days, reading of the last test.
This implies four visits to the station by the subject to be examined.
This technique, or a very similar one, was used in Denmark and some

other countries for some years, but serious objections were raised in different
quarters, especially with regard to the impossibility in many areas of
carrying out a programme which made four visits necessary, but also
with regard to the possibility of non-specific reactions to 1 mg. of tuber-
culin (100 TU).

An example of an investigation carried out with this technique is the
study of tuberculosis in printers in Denmark. Of the total reactors in
the different age-groups, 40-70% reacted to Mantoux 0.01 mg. and 90-95 %
to the second dose of 0.1 mg., whereas only 5-10% reactors were gained
through the highest dose of 1 mg. of tuberculin. An attempt was made,
in a small group, to use 0.1 mg. as the first dose, but of 54 reactors to this
dose, 5 showed very intense responses with extensive oedema, and 2 were
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accompanied by lymphangitis, lymphadenitis, and fever, so it was decided
to use 0.01 mg. as the preferred first dose.

In the national examination for tuberculosis which was carried out
in Denmark in 1941-1943,63 another technique was adopted : the Moro
patch-test as the only test in children under seven years, and the Mantoux
test with two successive doses in all persons over seven years. The final
dose was invariably 100 TU. With regard to the first dose it was considered
useful to start with 3 TU in areas where it was found through preliminary
investigations that the level of tuberculin-sensitivity was not very high.
In the towns of Zealand, for example, this proved most useful, whereas
in areas with a high infection-rate a more cautious start with 1 TU was
recommended. A graph shows that the percentage of total reactors among
children and adolescents (final dose 100 TU) who reacted to 1 TU lay
between 50% and 77 %, and that with 3 TU, in the towns of Zealand,
70-80% of the total reactors were discovered. The reactions to 3 TU
were said to be not too strong.

In the mass examinations in Copenhagen in 1946 65 the same technique
with 3 TU and 100 TU was used. In the age-group 15-19 years, 76.8% of
the total reactors gave positive reactions to Mantoux 3 TU, and in the
age-group 20-24 years, 82.0%.

In Norway during the same years the matter had progressed along
somewhat different lines. By making the Pirquet test more sensitive by
addition of adrenalin to the tuberculin, 49 75 efforts were made to work out
a single-test system, which would be of special importance in countries,
like Norway, with difficult topographical conditions. I shall not here
enter upon the vivid discussions between Danish and Norwegian authors
on the Pirquet and the Mantoux tests, but shall only mention the Nor-
wegian hesitation to use Mantoux 100 TU as the final dose, as it was felt
for different reasons, partly referred to in section 1.2.1, that some of the
reactions would be non-specific.

In 1937, Scheel, who was the leader of the Norwegian school of tuber-
culosis research, made a statement which I would like to quote:

" In order to fix the limit between positive and negative reactions all observers argue
from certain characters of the definite positive and definite negative reactions-viz., the
size of the reaction, its mode of development in the course of the first few days, and the
result of repeated tests with the same or increasing doses. But in this way evidence is
sought in that which is to be proved; this is the case, for example, ifwe regard the Mantoux
test as the reliable one and compare the various Pirquet responses with that of the Man-
toux test. This mode of reasoning involves a logical circulus vitiosus in which that which
is to be proved is used as argument in the chain of reasoning: both argument and
conclusion are links in the same chain, the tuberculin reaction itself.

" In order to break this vicious circle it is therefore necessary to control the tuberculin
reactions by facts obtained from an independent source of evidence." 112

Scheel was probably one of the first to suggest the use of radiological
findings, especially the calcifications, as a means of checking the specificity
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of the different tuberculin reactions. In individuals who gave a negative
Pirquet reaction and a reaction to Mantoux 100 TU of less than 10-mm.
induration after 48 hours, Scheel found only 0.7% lung calcifications,
and in individuals who showed a reaction of 10-40 mm. to Mantoux
100 TU he found 1.2%, whereas the " definite reactors " to the Pirquet
test showed 12.2-16.2% calcifications. In the group of " definite reactors "
to the Pirquet test there was no relation between the calcifications and
the strength of the Pirquet reaction. The Pirquet-negative, but Mantoux-
positive (100 TU), group behaved, with regard to calcifications, in much
the same way as the non-reactors, and not as the definite reactors.

In a paper quoted above, Furcolow et al.,38 by the use of a quantitative
intracutaneous method of estimating sensitivity to tuberculin, showed
that, in the main, those who reacted only to larger doses of tuberculin
were those who had no known contact with the tubercle bacillus, whereas,
conversely, the majority of those who reacted to the very small doses
either had tuberculosis or had a history of contact with it. By comparing
groups with different degrees of exposure to tubercle bacilli, the authors
found that the dosage of tuberculin which might, with the least error,
divide infected from uninfected individuals should probably be fixed
at 0.0001 mg. of the PPD preparation used in their study, which would
correspond to about 5 TU.

In a way similar to that of Scheel, Edwards et al. 32 compared the
frequency of occurrence of lung infiltrates according to specified levels
of sensitivity to tuberculin among histoplasmin non-reactors, and found
that it was consistently very low among individuals showing less than
5-mm. defin te induration to the 0.0001-mg. dose of tuberculin (5 TU),
regardless of the degree of sensitivity shown to the 0.005-mg. dose (250 TU).
They therefore defined a tuberculin reactor as an individual showing 5-mm.
or more induration to the 0.0001-mg. dose of standard PPD.
A more detailed analysis with regard to pulmonary findings and antigen

sensitivity among student nurses has recently been made by Goddard,
Edwards & Palmer.43 It was noted that only 0.7% of the nurses who
reacted neither to tuberculin nor to histoplasmin had pulmonary calci-
fications, curiously enough exactly the same figure which was noted by
Scheel for non-reactors to tuberculin in Oslo. The frequency of calci-
fications in the group of definite reactors to tuberculin (with induration
of 5 mm. or more to 0.0001 mg. of PPD) who were non-reactors to histo-
plasmin was 10.7 %. It was apparent that even strong reactors to the second
dose of 0.005 mg. of PPD showed only a very slightly higher frequency of
calcification than those who gave no reaction, or a very slight one, to this
dosage of tuberculin. The authors state that the findings represent another
addition to accumulating evidence which points quite directly to the fact
that for practical tuberculosis work, at least in the USA, little is gained
by testing with a large dose of tuberculin.
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The long series of important papers concerning sensitivity to tuberculin
and other antigens, published in recent years by American authors have
not yet been incorporated in the European discussion of these matters.
In my opinion, the approach of the American authors is a very important
one. So far their results point to a dose of about 5 TU as the one best
suited for dividing large groups of infected individuals from uninfected
individuals in practical epidemiological work.

1.4.3 Deciding factors in choice of Joint Enterprise procedure

When, in 1947, the Danish Red Cross teams started mass-testing with
tuberculin and vaccination with BCG in different European countries,
they used for the Mantoux reaction a dosage of 1 TU and 100 TU in the
beginning, for instance in Poland."15 A preliminary study of about
5,000 children with Mantoux 1 TU, 10 TU, and 100 TU showed that the
percentage of defaulters rose considerably between the second and the
third test, and this procedure was therefore quickly abandoned. After
consultation with the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, it was decided
to use 1 TU and 33 TU. Later it was found, for instance in Germany,
that 3 TU might be used for the first test without causing too many
unpleasant reactions. However, as experience showed that in some areas
rather strong reactions were elicited with 33 TU and as it was considered
harmless to vaccinate with BCG those individuals with a low sensitivity
to tuberculin, it was decided at the beginning of the Joint Enterprise to
recommend the use of 1 TU and 10 TU as the standard dosage, a recom-
mendation which was adopted by the UNICEF/WHO experts at the meet-
ing in Paris."17 For practical reasons it was considered necessary to
adopt a single standard procedure for all countries where the work of the
Joint Enterprise was to be carried out, instead of trying to ascertain
roughly the level of sensitivity in each area before choosing the dosage of
tuberculin.

It was agreed that the dosage chosen should, preferably, have the
following qualifications:

1. The reactions elicited should not be too strong, as such reactions
might, in exceptional cases, be harmful and, in many cases, unpleasant
and cause damage to the prestige of the campaign.

2. The percentage of individuals infected with tuberculosis who are
not discovered by the procedure chosen should be as small as possible,
even if vaccination of individuals with a low degree of sensitivity to tuber-
culin is considered harmless. Koch phenomena may be provoked which
may be unpleasant, and cases of tuberculous disease in individuals already
infected might be ascribed to the BCG vaccination.

3. Individuals with tuberculous disease should be singled out by the
methods chosen with the greatest possible degree of accuracy.
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1.4.4 Data from Joint Enterprise

1.4.4.1 Character of material. Some data from the campaigns in different
countries will now be given, showing the size of the reaction to different
doses of tuberculin and the relation between the different doses used.
It is necessary to stress that this material is derived, so to speak, entirely
from routine work, and not from special studies with precisely elaborated
procedures. It should be noted that the tests and the readings have been
carried out by a large number of nurses and doctors, who have been trained
to a certain degree in the Joint Enterprise standard technique, but who
nevertheless are liable to be influenced by subjective errors of different
kinds. The age of the tuberculin used has varied to some extent. The
limits for defining a positive Mantoux reaction have not always been exactly
the same, both 6-mm. and 8-mm. induration being used in some countries,
at least for certain periods. The measuring of the reactions has scarcely
been very exact and has probably, in many cases, been made by eye. The
amount of tuberculin injected may have varied considerably. Even if
the instructions tell the nurses and doctors to inject exactly one-tenth of
a millilitre it is well known that the leakage of the syringes, which up to
now has been unavoidable (especially in old syringes), has often been
considerable. Therefore most of the vaccinators have watched the wheal
from the intracutaneous injection more than the syringe, both when
injecting tuberculin and when injecting vaccine. In the instructions it
is stated that, with injection of 0.1 ml., the wheal must have a diameter
of about 10 mm. As agreement did not seem to have been reached on
this point, I made a small study and found that, with syringes which were
not leaking, 0.1 ml. gave a wheal of about 7-8 mm. Dr S. Johansen has
kindly measured the wheal in 467 injections under optimal conditions,
and found an average wheal of 7.8 mm. Considering the difficulty involved
in determining the size of the wheal exactly and, further, the greatly varying
degree of leakage of the syringes, it seems only fair to say that the exact
number of TU injected may have varied to a considerable extent, which
we are unfortunately not able to estimate. Considering further the enor-
mous speed of the work in certain places and the many possibilities of
subjective errors in the reading, the results of the following studies should
be considered with the greatest caution. However, if they do not yield
results of great scientific interest, they certainly give a valuable picture
of the practical working conditions and of how the methods used present
themselves in the daily work.

1.4.4.2 Reaction to first dose. The general impression of the reactions
to 1 TU as the first dose is that inconvenient reactions are only rarely
elicited. So far there is no large body of data available to illustrate this,
for reasons which are mentioned earlier. In 1947, Dr Grete Tobiassen
found in Warsaw among 1,933 children, who were reactors to Mantoux
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1 TU (10-mm. induration or more), the following distribution of the
reactions by size of induration:

Size of induration Distribution of cases Special reactions
(in mm.)

10-19 1,862 146 blisters4 necroses
20-29 65 5 blisters
30-39 5
40-49 1 lymphangitis

The result of this small study, which showed a certain number of a
type of reaction which should as far as possible be avoided (at least the
reactions with necroses), raises the difficult question of what should be called
" too strong a reaction ". A certain, if very low, percentage of reactions
with blisters seems unavoidable with every technique of tuberculin-testing
used in mass campaigns, and is not generally considered to be harmful.
The figure should possibly not exceed a few per cent, and necrotic reactions
should be avoided.

Another question raised by Dr Tobiassen's study is that of differences
in the level of sensitivity to tuberculin in different areas, and what bearing
such differences might have on the tuberculin methods used. It seems to
be a general feature that, in areas with a high infection-rate, more strong
reactions are met with than in areas where the infection-rate is low. A
number of factors may be involved in the explanation of this. Probably
the relatively large percentage of individuals recently infected in areas
with a high infection-rate is of importance, as it seems evident that the sensi-
tivity to tuberculin is generally high in the first period after the conversion,
even if this may not be without exception. Further, it is believed that
superinfection is of some importance for maintaining the sensitivity to
tuberculin, according to both experimental and clinical evidence. Herz-
berg 57 has shown that the number of reactors detected by the first test,
expressed as a percentage of the total number of reactors, is considerably
higher in contact-groups than in non-contacts. This points to a higher
level of sensitivity in contact-groups, and might be explained by the pre-
valence of superinfection, even if other factors also have to be considered.
This is not the place for discussing this interesting question. Here we
have to accept the fact that the level of sensitivity varies from one area
to another and that, in exceptional cases, even 1 TU may cause rather strong
reactions. It should, however, be noticed that the infection-rate in Warsaw
at the time of this study was extremely high. I would, in this connexion,
point out that there is no evidence for the statement, often made by
doctors, that a low standard of nutrition lowers the sensitivity to tuberculin
to any detectable degree, except perhaps in cases of extreme starvation.

Dr P. Andresen has forwarded some interesting data concerning the
size of the reactions to 1 TU in one Polish and one Czechoslovak school,
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in a Polish ironwork establishment, and in a Czechoslovak textile factory.
If one considers reactions of 20-mm. induration or more as " strong reac-
tions" (which in my opinion is a rather low limit), Andresen finds such
reactions in 3.2% of 157 positive Czechoslovak children, in 7.4% of 477
positive Polish children, in 5.2 % of 1,424 reactors in the Czechoslovak
textile factory, and in 1.5 % of the 1,526 reactors among the Polish iron-
workers. Out of the 123 reactions of 20-mm. induration or more, there
were two between 35 mm. and 39 mm., one between 40 mm. and 45 mm.,
and one between 55 mm. and 59 mm. The figures are low and do not
indicate that there is any risk in starting with Mantoux 1 TU. It should
be noted that the percentage of strong reactions is somewhat larger in
Polish children than in Czechoslovak children, in accordance with the
higher infection-rate found in the Polish groups.

The results of a study made in Madanapalle, India, by Dr Frimodt
M0ller have recently reached the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office.
Out of 644 reactors to 1 TU, 13.6% showed an induration of 15 mm. or
more, and 0.6% reactions showed blisters.

In the Danish Red Cross programme in Germany (US and British
Zones) 3 TU was usually used as the first dose. Dr 0sterskov-Jensen
has kindly submitted the results from a small group tested in Nuremberg.
Out of 331 reactors to 3 TU in the age-group 14-23 years, only 2.70%
showed an induration of more than 20 mm. We need a larger body of data
to decide if 3 TU might be used without inconvenience in areas with a
high level of sensitivity. However, there have, as far as we know, not
been any objections, from German doctors, to using 3 TU, and the general
impression is that it has worked out very well.

Of special interest is the reaction to 5 TU as the first dose, as this dose
is the one adopted by the American authors quoted in section 1.4.2.32.38,43
Neither from the Swedish work in Carinthia nor from that in Germany
(British Zone) has it been possible to obtain for this report the figures for
reactions to 5 TU. However, Dr A. Dalen, former Swedish chief of mis-
sion to Austria for the Joint Enterprise, has kindly submitted data which
he has collected in the central dispensary of Stockholm. Out of 1,000
reactors to Mantoux between 15 and 25 years of age, 822 were consid-
ered as reactors to the first dose of0.05 mg. OT (10-mm. induration or more),
and 178 as reactors to the second dose of 1 mg. OT. Unfortunately we
do not know the exact strength of the Swedish tuberculin used in this study.

The figures for the size of induration are as follows

Size of induration Percentage
(in mm.)

10x 10 to 14x14 55.6
15x15 to 19x19 17.9
20x20 to 25x25 8.3
More than 25 x25 0.4
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Ofthe 4 individuals who gave a reaction ofmore than 25-mm. induration,
1 showed 50 x40 mm. induration with blister, fever (390 C. or 102.20 F.),
inability to work for 3 days, and negative x-ray picture of the lungs. Another
showed 50 x 50 mm., but with only local complaints and a negative x-ray
picture. The third had active pulmonary tuberculosis. The age-group
20-25 years showed slightly stronger reactions than the group 15-20. None
of the 12 individuals with healed tuberculosis had more than 25-mm.
induration, as against 1 of the 7 with active tuberculosis.

In this study, the percentage of " strong reactions " can hardly be said
to be too high, but the cases with general symptoms should certainly be
noted. In Sweden, 0.05 mg. of tuberculin (OT) is very commonly used for
the first test, without serious complaints being reported.

In some places, especially in Poland, for special reasons 10 TU have
been used as a first dose. A considerable number of individuals unfortun-
ately do not turn up for the first testing, but appear on the third day, when
the reading of the first test is made. Now the schedule of teams does not
usually allow for prolongation of the examination period over 9 days,
and it must be decided whether the group mentioned should be entirely
left out, whether they should be tested at once with 10 TU, or whether
they should be tested with 1 TU and vaccinated with BCG on a negative
reaction to this dose. In order to examine this question, in certain groups
10 TU have been given as the first dose.

In the first study, 941 positive reactions were obtained (Gdansk area,
Poland). In 35% of the positive reactions the induration measured more
than 20 mm., and in 3 % it measured more than 30 mm. There were
blisters in nearly 10% and 2 necrotic reactions. These results certainly
did not make it tempting to use 10 TU as the first dose in these areas.

In another study from Poland (Gliwice), 25 % of a total of 858 reactors
to 10 TU as the first dose showed an induration of more than 20 mm.
and 2.4% more than 30 mm. The largest reaction measured 55 mm. The
average of all the positive reactions was found to be 17 mm. For this
study we have the number of reactions for each individual millimetre
measurement of induration (see fig 2). Even if the figures are small, some
interesting features should be noted. First, the accumulation of readings
at 6 mm. with very few at 4, 5, 7, and 8 mm. ; 6 mm. is probably un-
consciously preferred by the readers because it is the lower limit of a
positive reaction. Secondly, the accumulation of readings at the " round
figures" such as 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, and 30. These peculiarities might
certainly be explained by subjective errors. We meet the same phenomenon
for instance in Dr Andresen's curve for Polish ironworkers, where there
is an accumulation of the readings at 8 mm. (which was here the limit of
a positive reaction) and at the " round figures " 10 and 12. It is also found
in the readings of the Pirquet reactions (see section 1.5.3).
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In Lassithion, Crete, tuberculin-tests were made in December 1948 in
elementary schools, gymnasiums, and commercial schools. Ten TU were
used as the only dose ; 31 % of the reactors (who totalled 325) showed an
induration of more than 20 mm. and 13 % showed more than 25 mm.;
12% of the positive reactions were accompanied by blisters. The figures
correspond fairly well with the figures for Poland, but they are very small.

FIG. 2. DISTRIBUTION OF REACTIONS TO MANTOUX 10 TU, USED AS FIRST TEST,
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF INFILTRATION
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Study carried out on both sexes in Gliwice powiat, Poland, from 7 February 1949 to 9 April 1949.
Age-group 13-20 years: 825 individuals; age-group 21-44 years: 17 individuals

It should be noted that the percentage of reactors is much lower in the
Crete data than in the Polish.

Probably most people will agree that 10% reactions with blisters are
too much. Even if it does no harm (which we do not know for certain),
such a frequency of strong reactions would tend to make the test unpopular
and hamper the campaign. In my opinion, the data available are sufficient
to decide that 10 TU should not be used for the first test, at least not
without ascertaining by preliminary testing that the level of sensitivity in
the area to be tested is unusually low, and perhaps not even then.
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1.4.4.3 Reaction to second dose. I will now say a few words about the size
of the reaction to the higher doses used for the second test. We do not yet
possess a large and reliable body of data but, from the observations made,
some conclusions of importance may perhaps be justified.

With regard to the size of the reaction to 10 TU in subjects who are
non-reactors to 1 TU, Dr Tobiassen has given the following figures for
1,930 schoolchildren in Warsaw, aged 9-15, from 1947

Size of induration Distribution of cases Special reactions
(in mm.)

10-19 1,521 125 blisters
10-191,521 2 necroses

20-29 335 } 23 blisters
4 necroses

30-39 4
40-49 1
50-59 1 lymphangitis

No objection could be made to the size of these reactions. The per-
centage of blisters (2.5 %) seems to be near the upper limit of what should
be accepted, but the appearance of six necrotic reactions should certainly
be avoided if possible. However, it is possible that special circumstances
are involved in the study in question, since not only the reactions to 1 TU
and 10 TU, but also to 33 TU and 100 TU are stronger in these data than
the reactions usually seen elsewhere. Of special interest, however, is the
fact that out of 375 individuals who showed 5-9-mm. infiltration on Man-
toux 1 TU, 95.5 % reacted to Mantoux 10 TU. In the investigation under
discussion, 10-mm. induration was considered necessary for a positive
reaction to Mantoux 1 TU. As mentioned earlier, the limit was later
lowered to 6 mm.

The question arises, however, if the limit for a positive Mantoux 1 TU
should not be put still lower. We touch here upon a question of prime
importance: Is it correct to fix exactly the same limit of induration, measured
in millimetres, for reactions to low doses of tuberculin as to high doses ?

It is common in most countries to select a special millimetre-limit for
positive reactions to the intracutaneous test, and this limit is then used
for all the ordinary doses (from 1 TU to 100 TU, sometimes also for 0.1 TU).
The borderline used ranges from 5-mm. to 10-mm. induration after 48-72
hours. The question, however, as to whether the same limits should also
be used for the small doses of tuberculin has been discussed very little.
Bonnevie & With 17 have shown that when working with very small doses
of tuberculin (below 0.01 mg.) the reactions often appear more slowly
than with higher doses, and that reactions to small doses, of 2-5-mm.
induration, are very often confirmed as specific by subsequent testing with
higher doses. Bonnevie & With found that the limit for a positive reaction
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to 0.001 mg. of tuberculin should be put at 3-mm. induration on the 4th
day or later and that for 0.01 mg. at 5-mm. induration. In some cases,
they have also seen positive reactions to 0.1 mg. where the induration after
0.01 mg. only measured 3-4 mm.

Palmer and his associates 32 have put the limit for a positive reaction
to 5 TU at 5-mm. induration after 48 hours. I do not think that we have
sufficient data to decide the best limit for 5 TU, 10 TU, 33 TU, or 100 TU.
My very limited experience with the " diagnostic BCG-test " in reactors
to Mantoux 100 TU points in the direction that an induration of 20 mm.
after 72 hours should be a fairly certain indication of the specificity of the
reaction.

In deciding these questions it is also important to be aware of the
importance of the time of reading the reactions to the intracutaneous
tests. This will have to be based on a compromise, as is the fixing of the
millimetre-limit. Wallgren (1931) pointed out the value of reading the
Mantoux test after 72 instead of 48 hours. Generally it may be correct
to say that the later the reactions are read, the less non-specific reactions
will be included. Jonsson & Malmgren (1948), in a group of 11,208 indivi-
duals tested with Mantoux 1 mg., found 62 children who after 48 hours
presented a reaction of 10-mm. induration (in 18 cases 15 mm. or more),
and who, at a reading taken after 72 hours, showed negative reactions
(in 21 of the cases no induration after 72 hours).

Though this question of the correct time of reading has not been suf-
ficiently elucidated, it seems justifiable to say that the best time for reading
the result of an intracutaneous test is on the third day (after 72 hours)
and that, if this is not feasible, the reactions should be read after 96 rather
than after 48 hours, as is stated in the instructions of the Joint Enterprise.

Turning back to the practical question of the lower limit for a positive
reaction to 1 TU, some observations of value have been made by Dr P. An-
dresen. In the studies from Poland and Czechoslovakia mentioned earlier,
a careful record was made of the results of Mantoux 10 TU or 33 TU in
the cases which presented a reaction to Mantoux 1 TU of 3-9-mm. indura-
tion, and the size of the reactions was tabulated. If the limit for a positive
reaction to Mantoux 33 TU is put at 6-mm. induration, it was found that,
out of 66 reactions to 1 TU measuring 3 mm., 61 showed a positive reaction
to Mantoux 33 TU, and out of 111 reactions to 1 TU of 4 mm., not less
than 110 gave a positive reaction with 33 TU. Out of 342 reactions to
1 TU of 5-6 mm., 339 gave a positive reaction to 10 TU or 33 TU, and of
293 subjects who showed 7-9-mm. induration on Mantoux 1 TU, all reacted
positively to Mantoux 10 TU or 33 TU. It should also be noted that a
great many of these positive reactions to the second dose were rather strong,
often more than 20 mm., sometimes more than 30 mm., and with not a
few cases of surrounding erythema and/or blisters.

4
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This study points decidedly in the direction that even a definite induration
of 3-5 mm. on Mantoux 1 TU should be considered as a specific reaction.
It may not be necessary to carry out the Mantoux 10 TU in such cases,
and a lot of strong, and even unpleasant, reactions might thereby be
avoided. The results of investigations during field work in Morocco,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia point decidedly in the same direction. Special
studies should be initiated to examine the important question of changing
the limit for a positive reaction to 1 TU.

With regard to the size of the reactions to the second dose, when 33 TU
or 50 TU have been used, or when 3 TU or 5 TU have been used for the
first dose, so far, practically speaking, we possess no data.

The general impression from the Danish work in Germany is that
the use of 33 TU in individuals who have given a negative reaction to 3 TU
does not cause any difficulties of importance. The same may be said of the
reactions to 0.5 mg. OT in individuals negative to 0.05 mg. in the Swedish
programme in Carinthia, Austria, and Germany (British Zone). However,
opinions as to what should be labelled " inconvenient reactions " differ
considerably, and as long as we do not have the figures, it is difficult to
express any opinion on the matter.

1.4.4.4 Relation between first and second doses. As already stressed, the
use of the patch-test in ages below 12 and the Mantoux tests with 1 TU
and 10 TU for other individuals does not tell us with any accuracy how
large the percentage of individuals infected with tuberculosis is in each
age-group in the different areas. What we get is just the percentage of
reactors, and the relation between the percentage of reactors and the
percentage of infected individuals may be judged in different ways. We
have a possibility of checking, to a certain degree, the number of infected
individuals vaccinated with BCG, by means of the Koch phenomenon.
But we do not yet know how to define this phenomenon in connexion
with BCG vaccination and, even if we may get a certain check by observing
the local reaction to the vaccination shortly after the vaccination, there
is little hope that this would enable us to ascertain in any accurate way
the real number of infected individuals.

For practical reasons, however, it is of considerable interest to know
how many of the individuals singled out by both Mantoux tests together,
as reactors, already show a positive reaction to the first dose. It would
be of interest to know the relation between the two tests in different age-
groups, in both sexes, in different countries, and different areas within one
country, with differing infection-rates and levels of sensitivity to tuberculin.
The scarce data which we possess do not entitle us to any detailed analysis
they are merely given as spot checks.

The figures which follow always give, when not otherwise stated, the
number of reactors to the first dose as a percentage of the total number
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of reactors (to both doses together). As mentioned earlier, this method
of presentation does not give the whole truth, but is probably best for a
rough presentation. Some figures for areas where 1 TU and 10 TU have
been used will be given first.

From Poland we have figures for Olsztyn powiat and Olsztyn city
(age-groups 9 to 19). For the powiat, most age-groups show between
70% and 80%; for the city, where the percentage of tuberculin reactors
is considerably higher, most age-groups show between 80% and 90%.
Neither the age-curves nor the curves by sex show any characteristic trend.

From Czechoslovakia, material is presented for Galanta and Jesenik
and for Bratislava city. The figures for most of the age-groups fall between
80% and 95%. The groups are small and could not be further analysed.

For Samobor and Apatin cities, Yugoslavia, the figures are somewhat
lower, down to 70-75%, in spite of a very high percentage of tuberculin
reactors.

For Greece, the figures are worked out for schools and permanent
centres in Athens and for the Ioannina district. The figures vary between
64% and 97%; for most of the age-groups, however, they fall between
75 % and 85 %. No characteristic difference can be seen between Athens
and Ioannina, nor between the sexes, and there is no special trend in the
age-curves.

With regard to the relation between Mantoux 1 TU and Mantoux
33 TU, a great deal of information is presented in Stein's report 115 on the
work of the Danish Red Cross in Poland in 1947, but for only one group
(Makow Maz) have the data been worked out by age-groups (fig. 3). The
figures in all groups fall at about 80 %, with a slight increase from childhood
to adulthood. For schools in Warsaw the figures are between 70% and

FIG. 3. REACTORS TO FIRST TUBERCULIN-TEST EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL NUMBER OF REACTORS ACCORDING TO AGE (FIVE-YEAR GROUPS)
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Study carried out on 8,417 males and females in Makow powiat, Poland, from 21 May 1947 to
7 October 1947
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85%, for institutions in Warsaw 85 %, for students 82% (males) and 74 %
(females). In different districts the percentage lies between 78% and 87 %.
From the investigations carried out in the spring of 1948, Tezev powiat,
Chorzow city, and Eieszyn city show rather low figures (50-75 %), whereas
the figures for Eieszyn powiat fall between 75% and 90%. The figures
in each group are rather small.

The rough figures which have been given above show that, in the areas
examined, between 50% and 95% of the total reactors to the Mantoux
test (with 10 TU or 33 TU as the final dose) had reacted already to the
first dose (1 TU). From the scarce information available it has not been
possible to find any characteristic variations with age or between sexes,
nor does it point towards a definite relation to the infection-rate. The
sources of error are, however, many. The age of the tuberculin solution
may be of importance, besides many other factors. One may, however,
expect that a very large body of data, even in spite of these shortcomings,
may throw some light on the question of the relation between the two
Mantoux tests.

1.4.4.5 Relation between second and third doses. With regard to the relation
between the second dose of tuberculin (10 TU, 33 TU, or 50 TU) and a
possible subsequent third dose (100 TU), we have no experience at all
from the Joint Enterprise work in Europe. Probably all who have had
something to do with the practical administration of the campaign will
agree that a procedure with three testings is not feasible in a mass campaign.

In India, the Mantoux test with 1 TU, 10 TU, and 100 TU was carried
out as a preliminary investigation to get some idea of the level of sensitivity
to tuberculin. The material has been submitted to the WHO Tuberculosis
Research Office, but it has not yet been fully analysed. The percentage
of the total reactors to all three doses who reacted only to the last dose
(100 TU) varied in different places between 3% and 15.5%. However,
a very large number of quite small reactions to 100 TU was found ; these
were considered non-specific. If there is a very high frequency of non-
specific reactions to the higher doses of tuberculin in India, we cannot
consider only the small reactions as non-specific and accept the somewhat
stronger reactions as specific. The matter will have to be thoroughly
investigated, and the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office has sent a special
research team to India. India might be a field well-suited to the study
of cross-reactions to histoplasmin and other fungus antigens in tuberculin
reactors, as might also Yugoslavia, where fungus diseases of the skin (as,
for instance, trichophytosis, which is known to give skin reactions to
trichophytin) are prevalent in children in certain areas.

In most of the investigations carried out in Scandinavia with 1 TU,
10 TU, and 100 TU, the percentage reacting only to the highest dose is
between 2% and 10%, with very little variation in the lower age-groups
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(see fig. 491 showing distribution of tuberculin-sensitivity according to
age in 1,755 tuberculin-positive schoolchildren) and with somewhat higher
figures in old people (Groth-Pedersen,45 Madsen, Holm & Jensen,9' and
others). The fact that a dose of 100 TU is often necessary to elicit a positive
reaction in individuals with a low degree of sensitivity, such as old people

FIG. 4. DISTRIBUTION, ACCORDING TO AGE, OF TUBERCULIN-SENSITIVITY
TO MANTOUX TESTS AMONG 1,755 TUBERCULIN-POSITIVE SCHOOLCHILDREN
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and persons with different forms of disease, proves that reactions to 100 TU
in individuals who are non-reactors to 10 TU may be specific, and cannot
be entirely dismissed as non-specific. Another question is whether the
sensitivity to tuberculin in healthy children and adults is generally so
high, and the frequency of non-specific reactions to 100 TU so important,
that nothing is gained by using such high doses in a mass BCG-vaccination
campaign. The answer to this question in my opinion is yes, but I admit
that additional information is desirable.
A study should be made of the size of the reaction to Mantoux 100 TU

in individuals who give a completely negative response to 10 TU, and in
individuals who show, for instance, an induration of 3-5 mm. or 6-9 mm.
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Material for such a study may be available from earlier Scandinavian
investigations.

1.4.4.6 Percentage oJ tuberculous individuals detected by various doses.
With regard to the percentage of individuals with tuberculous disease
disclosed by the various doses of tuberculin, the extensive investigations
carried out by D'Arcy Hart 51 showed that, with the exception of miliary
tuberculosis with meningitis, all groups of tuberculous disease gave between
93% and 97.400 reactors to 0.1 mg. OT (strength of the international
standard). The increase in percentage obtained by raising the dose to 1 mg.
was inconsiderable and, with the use of undiluted tuberculin, as many as
3.5% of the patients still gave a negative reaction (7% for tuberculosis of
the pleura and/or peritoneum).

Furcolow et al. 38 found that in children with active tuberculosis, 95%
reacted at a level of dosage equivalent to 0.00002 mg. of PPD (1 TU),
and all the rest reacted to 0.0001 mg. (5 TU). Of adults with tuberculous
disease, 99.6% reacted to 0.0001 mg. (5 TU).

There should probably be very little danger of getting negative reactions
in individuals with tuberculous disease when 10 TU are used as the screening-
dose for vaccination. Quite exceptional cases with an extremely low,
or even non-existent, sensitivity to tuberculin will always occur, but nothing
seems to be gained on this point by raising the dose of tuberculin.

It has been shown in the preceding section that the number of reactors
found by using Mantoux 10 TU is everywhere somewhat higher than the
number found with the patch-test alone. As, in most countries, there is a
shift from the patch-test to Mantoux 10 TU as the final test before vacci-
nation precisely at the age of 12 years, it might be expected that the curves
for positive reactors to tuberculin would show a certain jump upwards
just at the age of 12, and would then continue to rise at a somewhat higher
level. In fact, this is actually the case. It is demonstrated in charts 5.1
and 5.2 of the preliminary report of the WHO Tuberculosis Research
Office on the BCG campaign in Poland.133 This is, however, not in itself
a proof that Mantoux 10 TU detects a higher percentage of the infected
individuals than the patch-test. It just says that the number of reactors
elicited with Mantoux 10 TU is higher than the number found with the
patch-test.

1.4.4.7 Tuberculin-sensitivity of the skin. It is well known that the sensi-
tivity of the skin to tuberculin is different in different parts of the body.
It has already been mentioned that the skin of the chest is more sensitive
to the patch-test than is the skin of the forearm, and the skin of the back
seems still more sensitive. With regard to the cutaneous test (Pirquet),
it has been stated by Woringer & Sala 131 that the skin on the trunk gives
stronger reactions than the skin on the extremities. Medowikoff (1930)
made cutaneous tests on both forearms every week, covering one side
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with a dark cloth, while the other side was left uncovered. On the covered
side the reactions increased gradually, whereas they diminished at the
same time on the side which was exposed to light. With regard to the
intracutaneous test, several authors, among them Wasz-H0ckert,125 have
made investigations. Wasz-H0ckert, by comparing the skin of the forearm
and of the back (between the shoulder-blades), found that the skin of the
back was decidedly more sensitive to tuberculin than was the skin of the
forearm.

No special investigations have so far been made in the Joint Enterprise
to elucidate this question. For practical reasons it has been considered
necessary to use the skin of the arm. In Poland, however, some studies
concerning allergometry have been carried out on the back. The results
of these studies have not yet reached Copenhagen.

Several practical details are of importance in connexion with the carrying-
out of the intracutaneous test. As no special studies have been set up
yielding new data, I do not feel that such details should be discussed here.
Perhaps it should be mentioned, however, that addition of adrenalin to
the tuberculin does not reinforce the Mantoux reaction, and that the
measuring of such reactions is more difficult 11 in contrast to what is
observed with the use of the AP test.

1.4.4.8 Summary of findings. As a conclusion to this section, the different
findings of importance which have been made in the Joint Enterprise
with regard to the Mantoux test should be briefly summarized:

1. Sufficient data seem to be available for stating that 1 TU can be
used for the first test without causing inconvenient reactions or harm.

2. With regard to the suitability of 3 TU and 5 TU as the first dose,
more data are wanted.

3. The Mantoux test with 10 TU may not everywhere be suitable as
the first test, because of rather strong reactions.

4. There should be no objections to using 10 TU as the second dose,
when the reaction to I TU is completely negative.

5. With regard to the possibility of using other combinations (I TU
and 33 TU, 3 TU and 33 TU, 5 TU and 50 TU), further data are necessary
before, the question can be decided.

6. The question of the lower limit for a positive reaction to Mantoux
1 TU should be taken up for study and discussion. So far, the results
indicate that indurations of 3-4 mm.- and more after 72 hours represent
suitable criteria in the vast majority of cases.

7. The percentage of individuals reacting to the first dose, calculated
against the total number of reactors, shows variations between 50% and
90%. So far no characteristic difference between the sexes or between the
different age-groups has been found, nor has it been possible to detect
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any special relation to the level of sensitivity to tuberculin in the area
examined. The data are, however, insufficient and this question should
be thoroughly investigated.

8. The analysis of the tuberculin-tests made in the Joint Enterprise
does not allow of any accurate conclusions as to the percentage of indi-
viduals infected with tuberculosis which is detected by the procedures
used.

1.5 Pirquet Test

At the Paris meeting117 it was agreed " that different methods of tuberculin-
testing could be used at the discretion of each country, provided that the
same method is used throughout the country ". After having recom-
mended the Moro ointment patch-test and the Mantoux test, the meeting
stated: " Another method could be by means of the von Pirquet test
with Adrenalin-OT." Holm 61 describes the technique of the AP test
according to Norwegian experience. Standardized tuberculin (1.7 times
international standard) should be used, to which a solution of adrenalin
is added every week (1 drop of 1% adrenalin to 1 ml. of tuberculin). The
reading is taken on the third day. Positive reactions must show infiltra-
tions of at least 4 mm.

Until now the AP test has not been used in the Joint Enterprise. But
as the test has been tried on a limited scale in the separate Norwegian
campaign in Italy, and as it will be the method used in the Joint Enterprise
campaign in Italy, it seems justified to give a brief account of the test and
the experiences gathered in Norway and by Norwegian teams in Italy.

1.5.1 Relative efficiency of AP test and simple Pirquet test

It was Bouveyron 18,19 who started adding adrenalin to the tuberculin
for use in cutaneous tests. In Norway this procedure was taken up in
1935 by Kloster.75 He concluded that the AP test yields more positive
reactions than the ordinary Pirquet test, and that non-specific reactions
(positive reactions in non-reactors to Mantoux 1 mg.) were less frequently
met with. Kloster found that the AP test yielded more reactors than the
Mantoux test with 0.1 mg., and nearly as many as with Mantoux 1 mg. The
advantage of the AP test over the ordinary Pirquet test was especially
pronounced in individuals with a low tuberculin-sensitivity, as for instance
after BCG vaccination.

In 1937 and 1938, Hansen 49, 50 published papers on the value of the
AP test, based on a most careful investigation of 863 Norwegian recruits.
Among his most important findings should be mentioned the fact that
whereas 11.79% of the reactors to Mantoux 1 mg. were non-reactors
to the ordinary Pirquet test, the corresponding figure for the AP test was
only 2.46% (when the limit of positive reaction was put at 3-mm. indura-
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tion). The number of small specific reactions at or near the borderline
for the non-specific reactions was found to be considerably smaller with
the AP test than with the usual method (3.42% induration of 2-4 mm.
with the AP test as against 14.18% with the ordinary Pirquet test). The
frequency of strong reactions was greater with the AP test, but the frequency
of " very strong reactions " (20-mm. induration and more) did not differ
appreciably in the two tests. On the other hand, Hansen found that the
supposed non-specific reactions (reactions to the Pirquet test in non-
reactors to Mantoux 1 mg.) amounted to only 0.5% of the tuberculin-
negatives. It was apparently those who gave the weakest Mantoux reactions
who were missed by the AP test, and Hansen rightly asks how we can
know if these weak Mantoux reactions were specific or not.

The comparative investigation of Holm & Ustvedt 64 was carried out
without addition of adrenalin to the tuberculin, and will therefore not
be discussed here.

In 1940, Bj0rnstad & Bonnevie 11 published the results of studies at
the Finseninstitut, Copenhagen, on the addition of adrenalin to tuberculin.
These authors conclude that adrenalin reinforces the Pirquet reaction.
The AP test shows fewer negative and doubtful reactions in patients with
low sensitivity to tuberculin than does the ordinary Pirquet test. The AP test
is seldom negative in individuals reacting to 0.1 mg. OT injected simul-
taneously or a few days later.

Andenaes 1 compared the ordinary Pirquet test with the AP test, using
OT from the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen (1.7 times international
standard tuberculin). This author found that only 3.6% of the total reactors
(with Mantoux 1 mg. as the final dose) were missed by the AP test, when
the limit for positive reaction to the AP test was put at 4-mm. induration,
and the limit for the Mantoux test at 10-mm. induration.

1.5.2 " Pirquet-failure "

Hertzberg 7, 58 has made some interesting observations with regard
to what he calls the " Pirquet-failure ", that is, the percentage of the total
number of reactors, when the testing has been carried to a final dose of
Mantoux 1 mg., which does not give a positive Pirquet reaction. Hertzberg
found that this Pirquet-failure was considerably less in contact-groups
than in non-contacts, and less in urban than in rural areas-the lower
the level of sensitivity to tuberculin the greater the Pirquet-failure. Hertz-
berg's observations were made with Norwegian tuberculin which had not
been tested against the international standard, and the strength of the
tuberculin showed some variations. However, fluctuations in the strength
of the tuberculin cannot entirely explain Hertzberg's findings. The most
probable explanation of the very low Pirquet-failure in contact-groups
seems to be the ample opportunity of superinfection in such groups. There
is considerable evidence that superinfection stimulates the sensitivity to
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tuberculin. Another possibility, however, can scarcely be entirely dis-
regarded: in contact-groups the percentage of reactors is high, and many
of the non-specific reactions to Mantoux 1 mg. may be hidden by specific
reactions, whereas the non-specific reactions will be discovered to a larger
extent in groups with a low percentage of reactors.

It is, however, obvious that the failure of the Pirquet test to detect
individuals who are infected with tuberculosis is considerably greater
where the sensitivity to tuberculin is very low. In 1948 Jonson & Ustvedt
(unpublished data) tested 100 individuals between 70 and 95 years of age

FIG. 5. DISTRIBUTION OF REACTIONS TO DANISH ADRENALIN-PIRQUET TEST
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF INFILTRATION
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Studies carried out on 1,537 males and females, aged 15-40 years, by the State Central Bureau for
Mass-Radiography, Norway, in 1949

with the AP test and Mantoux 100 TU. When the limit for a positive AP
test was put at 4-mm. induration, 40 of the individuals tested reacted to
this test, and another 43 to the Mantoux 100 TU. This gives a Pirquet-
failure of 52%. When the limit was put at 3-mm. induration the failure
was 42%. It should be noted that this study involves only old people, in
whom special conditions may play a role.

1.5.3 Size of reactions
The size of the reactions to the AP test will be seen from fig. 5, which

shows the induration in millimetres in 1,537 healthy individuals, 15-40 years
of age, tested with the AP test (Danish OT). The figures have kindly been
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submitted by Dr N. Meyer, from the investigations of the State Central
Bureau for Mass-Radiography, Norway. We see that very few reactions
measured more than 15 mm. and only 12 out of 1,537 tested showed more
than 20-mm. induration. I will not discuss here the information which
this curve may give on the small, probably non-specific, reactions (1-3 mm.),
a question which will be dealt with later by Dr Meyer on the basis of more
extensive data. It is obvious that, even in reading the AP test, there is an
unconscious predilection in the readers for the " round figures " 8, 10,
12, 14, and 15 mm. There is, however, no accumulation of the readings
on 4 mm., where the limit for a positive reaction is usually set, a fact which
may indicate that the small reactions are rather carefully read.

With regard to the lower limit for a positive Pirquet reaction, there has
been some discussion, since no exact limit can in fact be established.
Using the ordinary Pirquet reaction, without adrenalin, and the scarifica-
tion technique, which is always used in Norway, quite extensive examina-
tions carried out by Scheel and his pupils at Ullevaal Hospital, Oslo,
showed that the border-area lies at about 2-3-mm. induration. In the
study mentioned earlier (see section 1.4.2) on the relation to calcifications
in the lungs, Scheel 112 found no calcifications in the group which showed
2-mm. induration, and then a sudden jump to 13.1 % in the group with
3-mm. induration. For the ordinary Pirquet test, 3 mm. may probably
be the most useful limit for a positive reaction.

For the AP test, it is more usual to use 4 mm. as the lowest figure indicat-
ing a definite positive reaction, and to regard indurations of 2-3 mm. as
doubtful reactions which necessitate another test. By testing 30 indi-
viduals, who reacted to the AP test with an induration of 3 mm., with the
" diagnostic BCG-test " I obtained a positive response (an " early reaction ")
in every case. This would, in my opinion, indicate that at least the large
majority of reactions measuring 3 mm. are specific. In individual examina-
tions, it will be best to regard a reaction of 3 mm. as doubtful and perform
another test (Mantoux). In mass investigations 3 mm. could probably
be used as the lower limit for positive reactions, at least if it is wished
that as few persons infected with tuberculosis as possible should be
vaccinated.

In the separate campaign conducted by Norwegian teams in Genoa,
Spezia, and a few other small places near Genoa, a total of 23,687 children
were tested with the AP test. The percentage of reactors in each age-group
is seen from fig. 6.

With regard to the size of the reactions, fig. 7 gives the distribution
of 1,757 positive reactors (4-mm. infiltration and more). By far the
majority of indurations measured 4-10 mm., which is moderate, and the
figures for large reactions are negligible. Fig. 8, which gives the distri-
bution of all the reactions in another group of 3,637 children tested (includ-
ing the negative reactions, below 4 mm.), shows that the minimum lies
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at 3-mm. induration, whereas in Dr N. Meyer's material it was found
to be 4 mm. (fig. 5).

1.5.4 Value of AP test in mass investigations
It can safely be concluded that inconvenient reactions have not

appeared to any important degree through the use of the AP test as the
first and only tuberculin-test. It is also the opinion of the doctors and
nurses who have taken part in the work that the reactions have been well
defined and easily read. They have found the AP test well suited for

FIG. 6. PERCENTAGE OF REACTORS TO ADRENALIN-PIRQUET TEST ACCORDING
TO AGE
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mass investigations, and this opinion is also shared by the doctors who
had earlier worked with the Mantoux tests in Poland. However, the rate
of work was rather slow in the Genoa programme, and we really do not
know how the AP test would turn out when working at extremely high
speed. The circumstance that the arm should be left uncovered for
5 minutes and that the tuberculin applied on the skin has a certain tendency
to slip off the arm is certainly inconvenient, but is not a cause for serious
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FIG. 7. DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVE ADRENALIN-PIRQUET REACTIONS
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF INFILTRATION (4 mm. OR MORE)
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objections. It is an advantage with the AP test not to have to get fresh
tuberculin solutions every fortnight. The addition of adrenalin once a
week does not involve any difficulty.

So far experience has shown that the AP test may be used for mass-
testing without giving too strong reactions or creating practical difficulties
of importance. However, in the Genoa programme, no attempts have
been made to check the number of children infected with tuberculosis
who have been discovered or missed by the AP test, by using other tuber-
culin-tests, such as the Mantoux. From the results of the investigations
made in Norway, however, it may be fair to say that the number of infected
children missed by the AP test is scarcely larger than the number missed
by the Mantoux 10 TU.

Certain information of value may be drawn from the investigations
concerning the Koch phenomenon which Dr B. Moe and Dr Anne M.
Stovner have carried out. The question of the Koch phenomenon will
be discussed separately,i but it should be mentioned in this connexion
that, out of 472 children vaccinated in Spezia, only 2 showed an infiltration
of 10 mm. or more at the site of vaccination on the 5th day and none
showed ulceration or oedema. Another group of 118 children were
inspected on the 4th and 6th day after vaccination, and only 2 of them
showed an infiltration at the site of vaccination of 10 mm. or more, both
without ulceration or oedema. From these observations the very
important conclusion may be drawn that Koch phenomena of significant
importance seem to have occurred extremely seldom in these groups which
were vaccinated with BCG on only one negative AP test. This would
indicate that the number of children infected with tuberculosis who were
vaccinated may not have been high.

In this connexion it should be emphasized that, in older age-groups,
some Koch phenomena may be expected on vaccination on a negative
AP test only, as recent experience in Oslo has shown (Dr E. Dahl). In
children and young adults, however, the risk seems to be very small.

1.5.5 Conclusions
I would like to end these brief remarks on the AP test with the following

conclusions:
1. Investigations carried out in Norway with standardized tuber-

culin (1.7 times international standard) have shown that the AP test is at
least as effective for detecting individuals infected with tuberculosis as the
Mantoux test with 10 TU, when compared with Mantoux 100 TU, and non-
specific reactions seem to play a very small role.

2. Mass-testing of about 23,000 children in and around Genoa has
shown that the AP test is well suited for mass-testing and that the reactions
elicited are moderate, well defined, and easy to read.

i See article on p. 441 in this number of the Bulletin.
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3. Inspection of the site of vaccination in about 500 children shortly
after vaccination has not disclosed any reactions which might be labelled
serious Koch phenomena.

4. Mass vaccination with BCG on the basis of only one negative
AP test seems justified, and should be tried on a broader scale.

1.6 Trambusti's Test

In Finland a modification of the Italian Trambusti's test has, since
1946, been in almost exclusive use as the single test for selection of indi-
viduals for BCG vaccination. Bruno Trambusti in 1929 suggested thrust-
ing a needle, dipped in a 10% tuberculin solution, into the skin to a depth
of 5 mm. The Finnish modification 110 is as follows: a small drop of
undiluted tuberculin (OT prepared at the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen)
is placed on the forearm near the elbow joint, and an empty injection needle
No. 12 is inserted through the drop. The needle is thrust into the skin
intradermally to a depth of about 5 mm., twisted two or three times, and
withdrawn. The reaction is read after 3 days. If redness and infiltration
are at least 5 mm. in diameter, the reaction is regarded as positive. The
reaction is, according to Savonen, generally very clearly either positive or
negative, and not, as might be feared, very strong. The reliability of the
test has been widely checked in Finland by applying, in cases shown by
Trambusti to be negative, a Mantoux 0.01 mg. or 1 mg. The view is
held in Finland that BCG vaccination can be given without further tests
to persons with an allergy so weak that they react negatively to the Trambusti
test.

It must be regretted that no information with respect to the comparison
between Trambusti and Mantoux has been published from the rich Finnish
experience. Sallinen 108 has described the technique, and states that the
Trambusti test is easier and more reliable than the Pirquet test and about
as reliable as the Mantoux tests performed with 1 mg., but he does not
give any information as to the investigations on which these assumptions
are based. It is to be hoped that careful comparisons between the
Trambusti test and the other methods for tuberculin-testing will be made
and published as soon as possible.

1.7 Diagnostic Use of BCG

It has been maintained, by a series of authors, that inoculation of BCG
intradermally or percutaneously gives reactions which afford more reliable
information as to tuberculous infection in the individual examined than
the tuberculin-tests. From a practical point of view, it would of course
be an advantage to be able to omit the tuberculin and only work with
one fluid and with one test. Dr L. Sula in Prague has carried out extensive
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investigations with respect to the practical applicability of a diagnostic
BCG-test by the intradermal injection ofBCG (the vaccine used for vaccina-
tion diluted with saline 1/15). Unfortunately I have not been able to get
hold of Dr Sula's publications.

I have some personal experience with the application of BCG, in reactors
to tuberculin, by the percutaneous method of Rosenthal.106 Rather
strong reactions may occur with living as well as with killed BCG, and in
my opinion much further work is necessary before it is advisable to substi-
tute a BCG-inoculation test for the tuberculin-tests when selecting indi-
viduals for BCG vaccination in a mass campaign.

2. CONTROL OF VACCINATED INDIVIDUALS

2.1 General Remarks

In entering upon the question of tuberculin-testing after BCG vaccina-
tion we are approaching a field of study where opinions differ to a very
large extent, and where a vast amount of observations is available, but
still much supplementary data are needed to enable us to take the prac-
tical decisions which have to be taken on a sound scientific basis.

It is evident from the very abundant literature that a varying, but
often high, percentage of reactors to different doses of tuberculin is
disclosed by retesting 2-4 months after BCG vaccination, whereas the
data are scarcer and the variation of the figures is greater with regard to
retesting after longer intervals. However, our knowledge concerning
the optimum level of sensitivity to tuberculin after BCG vaccination is
very restricted, and in fact we do not possess sufficient information as to
the value of tuberculin-sensitivity as an index of immunity.

2.1.1 Relation between allergy and immunity
It is not necessary here to enter in any detail into the complicated

relations between allergy and immunity. Even if it seems possible in ani-
mal experiments to dissociate allergy and immunity to a certain degree,
and even if there seems to be no parallelism in human beings between the
degree of allergy, measured by the cutaneous sensitivity to tuberculin,
and the degree of immunity, it may be said that, generally, allergy seems
to be coincident with immunity, at least against superinfection, and that
the only index of immunity, with which we can work in human beings,
is allergy determined as cutaneous hypersensitivity to tuberculo-protein.
We should, however, bear in mind that this cutaneous hypersensitivity
represents only a partial phenomenon integrated in the larger complex
which we call allergy, and that the cutaneous hypersensitivity may be
lowered or disappear in conditions where the allergy of other organs may
be retained.
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2.1.1.1 Objective criteria. In an experimental primary infection with
tubercle bacilli, like BCG vaccination or other forms of vaccination with
tubercle bacilli, it is necessary to have objective criteria for determining
whether the organism involved has really been infected. To this end,
tuberculin-testing is the method which is best suited and most used. Cer-
tain criteria with regard to the specificity of the tuberculin reactions have
to be fulfilled, a point which does not always seem to have been given due
consideration, for instance in many of the papers published on tuberculin-
sensitivity after oral vaccination with BCG and after vaccination with
killed tubercle bacilli.

A reaction to tuberculin which fulfils the demands for a specific reaction,
obtained after BCG vaccination in an individual who was a non-reactor
to the same tuberculin-test shortly before vaccination, and who has not
in the meantime been infected naturally with tubercle bacilli, tells us that
the individual has been infected with BCG, that the vaccination has
" taken ". We do not, however, yet know what information it gives us
concerning the increased resistance obtained by the individual. Sensiti-
vity to tuberculin is not the only phenomenon provoked by infection with
BCG. In every case there is a pathological process going on for some
time at the site of vaccination, i.e., " the local reaction ", and probably
always in the corresponding lymph-glands as well. In cases where sensi-
tivity to tuberculin cannot be detected with the most sensitive method of
tuberculin-testing, hypersensitivity to the proteins of BCG, living or
killed, or of killed tubercle bacilli of other kinds, may be found. There
is a wide range, from the slight sensitivity to bacillary protein to the strong
sensitivity to tuberculin, which may be obtained after BCG vaccination.
Even if there is indirect evidence which makes it probable that the allergy
obtained may be regarded as an index of immunity, we do not know where
on this large scale of allergy the limit should be placed, nor what degree
of allergy will be connected with the greatest degree of immunity. Is
there a gradual increase in immunity corresponding to the gradual
increase in sensitivity to tuberculin ? Or is the maximum immunity which
can be obtained through vaccination reached at a certain level of sensi-
tivity ? To what dose of tuberculin would such a threshold correspond,
and how long after vaccination should this be ascertained ?

From human pathology we know that there is no parallelism between
the degree of cutaneous sensitivity to tuberculin and the prognosis of the
tuberculous infection, in the sense that a good prognosis is always con-
nected with a high degree of sensitivity. On the contrary, most studies
with graduated tuberculin-tests seem to show that, on the whole, the
sensitivity to small doses of tuberculin is considerably higher in individuals
with tuberculous disease than in healthy, tuberculin-positive individuals.
Nevertheless, the possibility is open that the higher the sensitivity to
tuberculin, the greater the immunity towards new infection from outside,

S
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i.e., superinfection. From experimental work there is evidence of greater
degrees of immunity when larger doses of bacilli are used for immunization,
and also of a greater degree of cutaneous sensitivity. Widstr0m, however,
who has done considerable work on immunization with living and dead
BCG and other tubercle bacilli, found that moderate doses of bacilli
seemed to give a better effect, with respect to immunization, than either
small or large doses.

The question of the necessary degree of tuberculin-sensitivity to be
aimed at by BCG vaccination might be answered by comparing the morbi-
dity- and mortality-rates from tuberculosis in groups of individuals vac-
cinated, showing different degrees of sensitivity after vaccination. This,
however, is a long-term project, and perhaps not feasible at all. But it
should certainly be possible to carry through such a comparison between
two groups, the one comprising individuals who show a certain standard
of sensitivity at a certain interval after the vaccination, and the other
comprising individuals with a lower sensitivity.

2.1.1.2 Evidence from the literature. In practical work this complicated
and extremely important question has mostly been solved in a way which
seems unduly simplified. It has been assumed that the point is whether
or not tuberculin-sensitivity can be detected after vaccination, regardless
of the time of detection and the degree of sensitivity. As a matter of
fact, sensitivity to 1 mg. of tuberculin (100 TU) 6-10 weeks after BCG
vaccination seems in most places to have been adopted as the standard
requirement. Few authors maintain that a higher degree of sensitivity
should be obtained. Heimbeck, for instance, has always stated the
necessity of obtaining a positive response to the Pirquet reaction, which
would mean a higher degree of sensitivity. In the last few years some
authors have, on the other hand, advocated the use of methods which are
still more sensitive than Mantoux 100 TU (i.e., reactions to tubercle
bacilli).

As far as I can see, no exact information can be gathered from the
literature with regard to the question of whether individuals who have
shown a positive tuberculin-reaction after BCG vaccination have acquired
a higher degree of immunity than individuals who are really infected
with BCG but who do not show any tuberculin-sensitivity. The work
of Heimbeck 54. 55 iS usually quoted in this connexion. Among 341 nurses
who gave a positive Pirquet reaction after BCG vaccination, Heimbeck 54

found 19 cases (5.6%) of tuberculous disease, whereas 27 cases (23.5%)
occurred among 115 who did not become positive to Pirquet after the
vaccination. A study of Heimbeck's table, which gives the number of
cases of disease for each year, shows, however, that as many as 13 of the
cases among the BCG-vaccinated individuals occurred in the group
vaccinated in 1930. Only 6 of the 42 nurses vaccinated in that year became
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positive to Pirquet after vaccination. Ten nurses vaccinated in June 1930
were given a 45-days-old vaccine which had been growing slowly. None
of these nurses became positive to the Pirquet test. It is therefore possible
that a certain number of the cases of tuberculous disease, in the group
which did not show a positive Pirquet test after vaccination, had been vac-
cinated with a vaccine which was not effective, so that they cannot be
accepted as having been "infected with BCG ". An exact evaluation
of the importance of this possibility can unfortunately not be made from
Heimbeck's papers.

Aronson & Palmer 4 found a higher morbidity in one of the vaccinated
groups (Rosebud) than in the others (6.2% for Rosebud, 2.6%, or the
average, for all the others). This group was vaccinated with vaccine
prepared from a slowly growing culture, probably containing many
dead bacilli. In the same group the local reactions were small and the
tuberculin-sensitivity was low.

The figures in Hertzberg's data,58 with regard to tuberculous disease
in individuals who did not become Mantoux positive after vaccination,
are too small to justify any conclusions.

It has also been maintained that individuals who demonstrate their
" resistance " to BCG by not becoming tuberculin-positive after vaccination,
even after repeated revaccination, should also possess a high degree of
resistance to natural infection with tubercle bacilli. As far as I can see,
no evidence has ever been brought forward in support of this hypothesis.
In this connexion it is of interest that cases of tuberculous disease have
been observed among non-reactors after vaccination, where the patients
have remained tuberculin-negative throughout the course of the disease
(Olsen, personal communication).

2.1.1.3 Optimum dose of BCG. If we accept as a working hypothesis
that the degree of immunity after vaccination may be estimated by measur-
ing the sensitivity to tuberculin, and that the two correspond, the dose of
BCG used for vaccination should be as large as possible. The upper
limit will, in practice, be decided by the inconvenience of the local reactions,
which also increase in size with increasing doses. B0e,'6 who has recently
published a survey of this question, believes that the optimal level lies
fairly near the upper limit. Here the question of the different methods
of applying the BCG comes in, a question which, however, will not be
discussed here where we are dealing with the intracutaneous method only.
That no general harm is caused by raising the dose to 40 or even 400 times
the ordinary strength is evident from the observations of Myren 96 and
B0e.13 In connexion with the question of the dose, B0e rightly stresses
the importance of bearing in mind that the BCG vaccine is not yet stan-
dardized, and that two vaccines which show the same moist weight per
millilitre may contain a widely different number of living bacilli.
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2.1.1.4 Tuberculin reactions in vaccinated and naturally infected subjects.
The tuberculin reactions in subjects who have been vaccinated with the
usual doses of BCG, and who are not superinfected with virulent tubercle
bacilli, are, on the average, weaker than the reactions produced by natural
infection. It has also been maintained 116 that they are often more transi-
tory in their course than the reactions in naturally infected individuals,
and should perhaps be read earlier. This question has not been systema-
tically investigated. However, it is well known that there is often a certain
qualitative difference in the aspect of the tuberculin reactions in vaccinated
and in naturally infected subjects, which may make the reading more
difficult when dealing with the weaker reactions. The percentage of
error in estimating induration in reactors after vaccination is probably
larger than in naturally infected individuals.

It is a common observation that the sensitivity to tuberculin in most
cases increases considerably in vaccinated subjects as a result of superinfec-
tion with virulent tubercle bacilli. This is a fact of extreme importance
in connexion with the concern of many tuberculosis epidemiologists about
losing the valuable invertors through widespread BCG vaccination.
Hertzberg '7 58 has done extensive work on this subject, and has shown
that, when the tuberculin reactions in vaccinated individuals are followed
up regularly, a sudden increase in the size of the reaction is a fairly reliable
criterion of superinfection. Hertzberg has also tried to overcome the
difficulties, created by superinfection, in estimating the duration of the
vaccination-allergy by eliminating from his material all the individuals
who have demonstrated a sudden increase in reaction. In my opinion,
Hertzberg's approach is a valuable one, and should be taken up for study
elsewhere. It would be of immense practical importance if criteria could
be found, with regard to the tuberculin reactions, which would enable
us to judge a single tuberculin-test after vaccination as being the result
either of vaccination or of superinfection. Very strong reactions certain-
ly arouse suspicion of superinfection. Intimate knowledge of the varia-
tions in size of the reaction to tuberculin by the use of a well stand-
ardized technique might perhaps give us valuable information on this
point.

Anttila (1949) has approached the problem in a different way. He
investigated 281 children with a view to determining whether the tuber-
culin reactions in BCG-vaccinated children are weak enough, compared
with the reactions of children with tuberculous disease, to allow differentia-
tion of the two conditions by a quantitative test. Out of 141 children
with tuberculous disease, mainly primary tuberculosis, Anttila found in
126 a reaction of 5-mm. induration or more to 0.01 mg. of tuberculin.
On the other hand, only 37 out of 140 children vaccinated with BCG
showed such a reaction on testing 6 months to 6 years after vaccination.
Anttila maintains that, according to the infection-rate, these 37 reactors
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were probably superinfected. Even if these investigations need confirma-
tion they certainly point to a way of approach which might prove valuable.

I have found these introductory remarks necessary as a background
to the concrete problems which will be discussed in connexion with the
experience in the Joint Enterprise.

2.1.2 Experience in Joint Enterprise
At the Paris meeting 117 it was stated with respect to retesting with

tuberculin after BCG vaccination: " For retesting after BCG vaccination,
the same method and doses should be used as that employed before
vaccination."

Holm 61 states that, if the vaccination is effective, the vaccinated per-
sons should react to tuberculin 6-10 weeks after the vaccination. As it
is known that, with the use of a vaccine of the right potency and the right
technique of application, 98 % to 99% of the persons vaccinated will be
reactors, it is in practice unnecessary to control all the vaccinated persons.
Only selected groups should be retested with tuberculin after the vaccina-
tion, in order to control the vaccine and the technique used.
2.1.2.1 Results obtained by July 1949. Because of the difficult working
conditions and the high speed of the campaign in some countries, it has
not been possible to carry out retesting on a large scale until the last few
months. The Joint Enterprise chiefs-of-mission have been asked to try
to set up control studies, involving retesting with tuberculin and inspection
of the local reaction, in selected areas in each country. It has been pointed
out that the retesting should be done with exactly the same technique
as before the vaccination, even if it has almost nowhere been possible to
have it carried out by the same doctor or nurse. The instructions were
that: the reactions should be carefully measured, including the small
reactions which fall below the limit for positive reactions ; the site of the
vaccination should be inspected, and scars, infiltrations, ulcerations, and
abscesses should be measured, and the local glands palpated ; the groups
should be as representative as possible with regard to age distribution,
and as large as possible. Groups should be selected both in rural areas
and in small and large cities in different regions. A certain number of
groups should be retested after 6-10 weeks, and another group, not less
important, after 8-12 months.

It has been rather difficult for the teams to fulfil these requirements.
Everyone who has worked in a mass-vaccination campaign, with a great
number of individuals to be tested and vaccinated in a short time, will
understand the difficulties involved, and we must be grateful for the large
amount of work which both the national and the Scandinavian nurses
and doctors have taken upon themselves in connexion with the retesting.

Before considering the different methods of tuberculin-testing used for
re-examination, I will give a brief survey of the results obtained as a whole.
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In the work of the Joint Enterprise we have received (up to the end
of July 1949) information on the retesting of a little more than 30,000
individuals. About 18,000 have been retested in Poland, about 10,000
in Czechoslovakia, and the rest in Greece, Hungary, and Yugoslavia. Cer-
tainly the number of individuals retested is larger than this, but the results
have so far not reached Copenhagen. From the separate Swedish, Danish,
and Norwegian programmes in Austria, Germany, and Italy we have infor-
mation concerning the retesting of about 70,000 individuals.

By far the greater part of the data shows a percentage of reactors to
tuberculin after BCG vaccination which is very high, mostly about 90%,
often more than 95 %, and not seldom 99% to 100%. The retesting of
10,075 individuals in Slovakia showed 90.2% reactors in all. For a few
groups the figures are lower, down to 70% and quite exceptionally still
lower.

2.1.2.2 Difficulties of evaluating results. On the whole, this seems to be
a most satisfactory result from a practical point of view. These rough
figures should, however, be looked upon with great caution. The material
examined is extremely heterogeneous. The groups tested in the different
areas are often very small, down to a few hundred, and the distribution
of the different ages in each group varies considerably. The percentage
of individuals vaccinated in the group is in many cases not stated and,
where it is known, it seems obvious that a widely differing, and often quite
considerable, number of the vaccinated does not turn up for retesting.
According to Dr S. Johansen's report on the retesting in three districts
of Slovakia, only 55.9% out of 25,000 individuals vaccinated turned up
for the first test of the re-examination, and only 40.3% completed the
tests. We do not know to what extent the children who do not turn up
for retesting represent a selected group, but this is certainly a point where
considerable errors may occur.

Not less important is the difficulty in reading the reactions. It has earlier
been pointed out how many pitfalls are involved, and the reading of tuber-
culin reactions after vaccination is certainly not easier than in non-vaccinated
subjects. The possibility that some observers may have expected to find
a very high percentage of reactors after vaccination, as they have been
taught that BCG vaccination gives conversion in 98 % to 99% of the cases,
may to some degree have influenced the results. Other factors which contri-
bute to the heterogeneous character of the data are the different time-
intervals between vaccination and retesting, the many different vaccinators
involved, and the different age of the vaccine at the time of vaccination.

In this connexion it should also be mentioned that we do not know
exactly the size of the dose of BCG usually injected. In the instructions
for the Joint Enterprise it is said that 0.1 ml. of the vaccine should be
injected, and that the wheal must have a diameter of about 10 mm. As
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already mentioned in section 1.4.4.1 on the Mantoux test, 0.1 ml. injected
with a syringe which is tight corresponds to about 8 mm. Now most
of the syringes which are used leak to some degree and, as a matter of fact,
all the trained vaccinators have found that the important thing is to watch
the wheal, and not the syringe, because one cannot, from the syringe,
estimate with any exactitude how much vaccine is injected. The wheal,
however, is not measured, but judged by eye, and may in some cases have
been 8 mm., in others 10 mm. and even more. To the difficulty of estimat-
ing exactly the real content of living bacilli in 0.1 ml. of BCG, is thus added
the difficulty of stating accurately how much vaccine is injected. A certain
amount may possibly escape into the subcutaneous tissue, especially when
relatively large amounts are injected. It is therefore possible that the real
amount of vaccine injected has in many cases not been 0.1 ml. but 0.2 ml.
or even more. T0rnell 116 states that he has increased the wheal from 8
to 10-12 mm., in order to obtain more reactors, and he does now get 96%
to 99% reactors to Mantoux 100 TU after 6 weeks. This point may be
of importance in connexion with the very high percentage of reactors
found after vaccination in many groups.

With regard to the importance of the age of the vaccine at the time of
vaccination, we know that transport difficulties, especially during winter,
have made it impossible to keep exactly to the rules, which say that the
vaccine should not be used more than two weeks after the date shown
on the label. It has, however, not yet been possible to make comparisons
between groups vaccinated with fresh vaccine and groups vaccinated with
vaccine of different ages, with regard to the percentage of reactors
on retesting. A small study by Dr P. Andresen, involving retesting in
the city of Zagreb, Yugoslavia, indicates that different batches of vaccine
have given different percentages of reactors on retesting. This question
will be followed up.

Neither do we possess sufficient data to elaborate the question of the
importance of the temperature, especially in a hot climate, for the keeping
qualities of the vaccine. In the report of Dr Triantaphyllou on the cam-
paign in Greece, some figures are given for the results of retesting, which
appear to be of interest in this connexion. At the retesting done in March-
May 1949, the groups vaccinated in different months showed different
percentages of reactors. The figures were as follows:

Time of vaccination Percentage of reactors

May 1948 66.3
June 1948 47
October 1948 83.9
November 1948 89.4

Even though a slightly higher percentage was to be expected for the last
two months, as the interval after the vaccination was only 4-7 months,
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as against 9-12 months for May-June, the difference is too large to be
accounted for in this way, and the very low percentage of reactors among
the children vaccinated in June (47 %) should especially be noted. Observa-
tions which might point in the same direction have been made in Poland.
We shall have to inquire thoroughly into the question of the importance
of the temperature for the keeping quality of the vaccine, a question of
enormous practical importance.

The question as to whether a different percentage of reactors is obtained
by different vaccinators has so far hardly been touched. Dr S. Johansen,
in the report mentioned, selected groups vaccinated by four different
vaccinators, and found the following figures for the percentage of reactors:
98.1 %, 91.4%, 95.6%, and 93.1 %. In the future it should be possible
to analyse some of the data with regard to this point.

It goes without saying that the data from the Joint Enterprise so
far received does not give any information as to the duration of the
allergy.

2.2 Omission of Retesting with Tuberculin

According to the instructions for the Joint Enterprise, quoted above,61
in a mass-vaccination programme only selected groups should be retested
with tuberculin after vaccination, in order to control the vaccine and the
technique used. Of the six and a half million individuals who, up to
30 June 1949, were vaccinated with BCG in the Joint Enterprise and the
separate Scandinavian campaigns, so far only about 100,000 individuals
have been retested after vaccination. In some areas the authorities prefer
to introduce retesting of the vaccinated individuals as a routine measure,
which should include all who are vaccinated. This is the case in Austria,
for instance, where the law on vaccination against tuberculosis 5 states
that the vaccinated subjects should consent to a retesting after 8 weeks.
Such retesting as a routine measure is, however, not carried out by the
Joint Enterprise, which, according to the instructions, will, for practical
reasons, have to restrict its activity in this matter to the retesting of selected
groups.

This procedure is based upon the experience gathered in Scandinavia
and elsewhere that, with the use of a vaccine of the right potency and the
right technique of application, 98 % to 99 % of the persons vaccinated will
be reactors, and that therefore, from the practical point of view, it is unneces-
sary to control all the vaccinated persons.

It might therefore be justified, in a mass-vaccination campaign which
is carried out under difficult circumstances, to omit the retesting entirely,
if it is possible to ensure the " right potency of the vaccine and the right
technique of application ". In fact this was the case in Finland during
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the 1948-49 campaign, to which assistance was given by the Joint Enter-
prise.

" As previous tests had revealed that more than 90% of the vaccinated become tuber-
culin positive, the control tests were in large degree dispensed with for practical reasons
during the mass vaccinations carried out in 1948 and 1949, and only the utmost attention
was paid to ensuring that the vaccine was as fresh as possible and injected in adequate
quantities." 110

Another way of dispensing with the tuberculin-testing after vaccination,
in the opinion of some authors, might be to use the extent of the local
reaction as the criterion of efficient vaccination. Many observers have
noted the parallelism between the extent of the local reaction and the extent
of the tuberculin reaction in BCG-vaccinated subjects. T0rnell 116 was
probably the first to investigate this question more systematically. He
showed how the largest local reactions were most often found in indivi-
duals with strong reactions to tuberculin. However he found many
exceptions to this. It was especially striking that cases with abscess
formation sometimes gave weak or negative tuberculin reactions. T0rnell
is of the opinion that, if a local reaction of at least 5-mm. diameter, but
without abscess formation, or a Mantoux reaction of 20-mm. diameter
or more, is obtained 2-3 months after vaccination, there will be a proba-
bility of about 90% that the allergy will last for at least 4 years.

Groth-Pedersen 46 measured the local reactions in 1,948 vaccinated
adults and found that, when there was no local reaction at all, 78 % gave
a positive tuberculin-test. The percentage of reactors then rose gradually
with increasing local reaction up to 100% positives when the local reaction
was more than 12 mm. Like T0rnell, however, he stresses that the local
reaction may be absent in cases where the tuberculin reaction is positive,
and vice versa.

Hertzberg 57 58 has studied the relation between the size of the local
reaction and the duration of the allergy, when the individuals whom he
considered as superinfected were excluded from the material. Hertzberg's
figures present evidence indicative of a marked correlation between these
two phenomena, the tendency being for the size of the one to be directly
proportionate to the duration of the other. However, even Hertzberg's
material includes individuals with only a slight local reaction and a compa-
ratively severe reaction to tuberculin.

In the retesting of about 10,000 individuals in Slovakia, careful measur-
ing both of the tuberculin reactions and of the local reactions has been
carried out. The cards have been forwarded to the WHO Tuberculosis
Research Office. From these data it should be possible to get some informa-
tion on the relation between the size of the local reaction and the size
of the tuberculin reaction. At present we possess only a few such studies,
one of which was carried out by Dr Mydland in Krakow, Poland, where
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916 children were examined 20-22 weeks after vaccination. The following
average figures were obtained for the Mantoux induration in the different
groups of local BCG induration:

Local BCG induration Induration after Mantoux 10 TU
(in mm.) (in mm.)

Boys Girls
Ist study 2nd study Ist study 2nd study

0-1 11.0 11.0 10.5 14.1
2 - 3 12.8 12.8 10.1 14.5
4- 5 12.8 15.0 12.1 15.4
6-7 13.0 15.8 12.0 16.0
> 7 13.2 16.3 12.6 17.9

There seems to be a parallelism between the size of the local reaction
and the size of the Mantoux reaction. However, a study of Dr Mydland's
tables shows that, with a Mantoux reaction ofmore than 20-mm. induration,
the local BCG reaction may nevertheless be very small (0-3 mm.), and indi-
viduals who show large local BCG reactions (8 mm. or more) may show
only 6-10 mm. induration on the Mantoux test. Dr Nathorst (Swedish
campaign in Germany) has kindly informed me that, when there was no
local reaction, he found 41 % reactors to the patch-test, when there was
infiltration he found 67%, and when there was ulceration, 81 %. But
even of those with a definite local reaction, 4% were negative to the patch-
test and Mantoux 50 TU, and of those with ulceration, 2%.

It seems obvious that, even though there is a distinct parallelism between
the size of the local BCG reaction and that of the tuberculin reaction,
the first cannot be substituted for the last without changing the results to
some degree. If no tuberculin-testing is carried out, and the local BCG
reactions are taken as the basis for deciding which individuals should be
revaccinated, undoubtedly some individuals who are tuberculin-negative,
but show a definite local reaction, will be excluded from revaccination,
whereas some individuals with no local reaction, or a very slight one,
will be revaccinated in spite of their being reactors to tuberculin. How
large these percentages would be, how large the local BCG reaction should
be to make revaccination unnecessary, and at what time after the vaccina-
tion the inspection and measuring of the local reaction should take place,
are questions which will have to be investigated. It is not entirely impos-
sible that, by using the local reaction in this way, the retesting with tuber-
culin might at least be postponed for some time, perhaps for some years.

There is another aspect of this problem which should not be forgotten,
namely, that we do not know for certain that the tuberculin reaction is a
better criterion of an efficient vaccination than the local reaction. In fact
some observations made by Hertzberg 57.58 might suggest the opposite.
Hertzberg finds a well marked correlation between the size of the local
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reaction and the frequency of inversion after vaccination, and also between
the size of the local reaction and the degree of tuberculin-sensitivity two
months after vaccination. He demonstrates the marked correlation
between the size of the local reaction and the duration of allergy, and
between the tuberculin-sensitivity two months after vaccination and the
duration of the allergy. Lastly, he finds that the smallest local reactions
can be correlated with the highest rate of failure of resistance, whereas
he is not able to find any correlation between the degree of sensitivity to
tuberculin two months after vaccination and the subsequent resistance
to superinfection. The last findings are confusing. If they are confirmed,
it seems as if the local reaction two months after vaccination is perhaps
a better criterion of resistance obtained than is the positive tuberculin
reaction.

It should be feasible to make a comparative study of two homogeneous
groups of BCG-vaccinated individuals-the one to be revaccinated accord-
ing to the results of the tuberculin-tests, the other according to the extent
of the local reaction-with the aim of comparing tuberculosis morbidity
and mortality in the two groups. It would, of course, be of immense
practical importance if it were sufficient to measure the local reaction
two months after vaccination, to revaccinate those with reactions below
a certain degree, and to postpone the tuberculin-testing for some years.

Further data should be collected for the study of this question. Mean-
while tuberculin-testing for the control of vaccinated subjects should
probably be continued in the Joint Enterprise.

2.3 Patch-Test

According to the instructions, the patch-test is used as the only test
after vaccination in children up to 12 years, except in Poland, where a
Mantoux test with 10 TU is given to those who have a negative patch-test,
even below 12 years. In children between 12 and 14 years a patch-test,
followed by a Mantoux 10 TU in the negatives, is often used. In the
Danish campaign in Germany the patch-test has been followed by Mantoux
33 TU in non-reactors, and in the Swedish campaign in Germany and in
Carinthia, Austria, a negative patch-test has been followed by Mantoux
50 TU.

2.3.1 Summary of results
If we start with the retesting carried out 8-12 weeks after vaccination,

we find that, in most of the areas examined in Poland, the patch-test, used
as the first or only post-vaccination test, has yielded excellent results
(97.9 %, 98.3 %, 93.1 % positive reactions). Only in one place (Bydgoszcz)
has the percentage of reactors been definitely lower, 79.8 % after 10 weeks
among 850 children tested. No obvious reasons for this lower percentage
have been found.
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From Czechoslovakia the figures are available for three districts in
Slovakia (reported by Dr S. Johansen). Children born in the years
1938-1948 have been tested with the patch-test only. The percentage of
reactors decreases slightly from 96.3 %, at the age of one, to 86 %, at the age
of eleven years. In most of the age-groups about 500 children have been
tested, in some more than 1,000. The reading and recording of the post-
vaccination tests have been done according to careful instructions (see
Annex 1).

From Austria we have just received the results of the retesting performed
during the Swedish campaign in Carinthia. In four districts the patch-
test has been used as the first post-vaccination test. The results differ to
a considerable degree from one district to another, the highest percentage
obtained being 94%, the lowest 81.5%. So far we have no information
as to the possible explanation of this difference.

From the Swedish campaign in Germany (British Zone), Dr Nathorst
has reported 76% positive patch-tests after vaccination in children aged
6-8, and 64% at the age of 14 years.

From the Danish campaign in Germany (US and British Zones), we
have received a great deal of data giving the figures for positive reactors
to the patch-test 8-15 weeks after BCG vaccination. The retesting has been
carried out by German doctors, who have been instructed by the Danish
teams. The figures for positive reactors to the patch-test are as follows
males 89.9%, 82.8%, 84.8%, 90.1 %, 95.5%, 97.4%, 93.7%, 90.8%,
97.0%; females: no difference of importance.

These rough figures for the percentage of reactors to the patch-test
8-15 weeks after BCG vaccination, collected from different countries,
show a range, in children below 12 years, between 76% and 96 %. It must,
however, be remembered that they involve examinations made by a great
number of different doctors and nurses, more or less trained, and that the
reading of the patch-test, as stressed earlier, seems to involve subjective
errors of some importance. There is, further, no reason to doubt that the
amount of vaccine injected may have varied, that the vaccine may have
been of different age at the time of use, and that the technique of injection
may perhaps also have varied to some extent. It is, however, not feasible
to analyse the respective influences of these possibilities in the data presented
here.

With regard to the retesting carried out at longer intervals from the
vaccination, such as from six months to one year or more, we have informa-
tion from a series of studies carried out in Poland, unfortunately most of
them with very small groups. The figures are as follows for the patch-
test: 90.4% (43 weeks), 78.7% (56 weeks), 61.2% (65 weeks), 69.4%
(61 weeks), 86.6% (61 weeks), 77.5% (61 weeks), 78.5 % (61 weeks),
89.2% (61 weeks), 80.9% (26 weeks). Although these series together
do not embrace more than about 1,700 individuals tested with the patch-
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test, it seems as if the percentage of positive reactors is lower than was
found on retesting 8-15 weeks after vaccination.

From other countries we have received the results of only a few inves-
tigations where the retesting with the patch-test has been carried out from
six months to one year after vaccination. The result of retesting has
been reported by Dr J. Guld from three towns in Veszprem, Hungary.
The children had been vaccinated nine months before by Danish teams,
after testing with the patch-test and Mantoux 33 TU. Unfortunately
there was no opportunity of doing more than the patch-test at the re-examin-
ation. The result is, however, of considerable interest. Out of 1,087
children tested, 380 (35%) gave a positive patch-test and 147 (13.5%)
showed what are very cautiously labelled " doubtful reactions ". In this
connexion it should be noted that, very often, when careful studies of the
patch-test are made (as in the studies of Dr H. M0ller, Dr Borum Ras-
mussen, and Dr H. Mathisen, discussed in sections 1.3.1.3 and 1.3.2.2)
a group of " uncertain " or " doubtful " patch-reactions is included,
whereas no such group is met with in other investigations. The result
of 48.5% positive and doubtful reactions to the patch-test in this study
certainly deserves attention.

In a very small study in Greece, Dr Elisabeth Larsen found only 68.3%
reactors to the patch-test, among 142 vaccinated children, after six months.

From the Danish campaign in Germany the data are also very scarce
with respect to a longer interval between vaccination and retesting. One
group consisting of about 1,000 children, tested after 22-36 weeks, showed
89.2% positives to the patch-test among males and 90.1 % among females.
Another group (about 2,000 children) showed, after 26 weeks, 84.5%
among males and 80.6% among females.

The very scarce data so far available from other countries confirm the
impression, given by the figures from Poland, that the percentage of positive
reactors may be considerably lower when the testing with the patch-test
is carried out six months or more after the vaccination, but the data are
insufficient to justify definite conclusions.

2.3.2 Analysis of results

With regard to the different age-groups in connexion with the patch-
test after vaccination, most of the studies reported concern such small
groups that a division into age-groups is hardly justified. The investiga-
tion carried out in Slovakia, however, covers a sufficiently large number
of persons, and it is worth mentioning again that the percentage of reactors
in children 1 year old was as high as 96.3 % and that the percentage then
decreased gradually from year to year, to 90.2% at 6 years, 89.3% at
9 years, and 84.7% at 12 years.

Dr Nathorst's figures from Germany also showed a definite difference
between the ages of 6-8 and the age of 14 (76% and 64%). Fig. 9 shows
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the percentage of reactors to the patch-test 3-4 months after vaccination,
from 4 areas in Schleswig-Holstein. From the 10th-Ilth year the curve
declines. Other curves from different areas in Germany show no definite
trend with regard to age, except a tendency towards lower figures from the
10th-14th year on. For the ages between 5 and 10 most of the curves show
a horizontal trend.

FIG. 9. PERCENTAGE OF REACTORS, ACCORDING TO AGE, TO MORO
PATCH-TEST 34 MONTHS AFTER VACCINATION
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Studies carried out on 5,937 males and 5,721 females in four areas (Flensburg, Segeberg, Eider-
stedt, and Husum) in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, in 1948 and 1949

Males .. Females

With respect to sex, fig. 9 (Schleswig-Holstein) shows somewhat lower
figures for females than for males from the 10th to the 15th year of age.

The same trend is visible also in some of the other curves, but not in all
of them. The large amount of material from Czechoslovakia, however,
shows slightly higher figures for females in all age-groups from 4 to 12 years

of age.

With regard to the number of papules counted at the reading of the
patch-test in vaccinated children, only a few investigations have so far
been reported, mostly from Germany (see table II).

TABLE II. PATCH-TEST IN BCG-VACCINATED CHILDREN IN GERMANY

Number of papules Percentage of children in group
counted

11 III V v
3- 5 7.7 23.6 18.2 7.6 11.6
6-10 17.2 31.2 30.4 12.2 29.3

11 -20 31.9 25.6 29.4 16.6 44.3
>20 43.2 19.6 22.0 63.6 14.8

These figures have been collected from five different groups of children examined In Germany.
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Fig. 10 shows the results of a study from Flensburg city (females).
Whereas reactions with more than 20 papules are met with in about 75%
of the cases in the age-groups 7-9 years, these reactions are much less fre-
quent in the older children, and drop to about 40% at the age of 15 years.

FIG. 10. DISTRIBUTION, ACCORDING TO AGE, OF TUBERCULIN-SENSITIVITY
TO MORO PATCH-TEST ABOUT 15 WEEKS AFTER VACCINATION
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Study carried out on 1,388 females in Flensburg city, Germany, from 3 to 13 May 1949

* 0-2 papules U 3-20 papules U > 20 papules

The same is shown in a different way in fig. 11. The distribution of the
readings according to the number of papules is also shown in fig. 12, which
gives the result for each number of papules from 3 to 20. The same charac-
teristic features are met with as in fig. 2, 5, and 7, which show the Pirquet
and the Mantoux readings, namely, the accumulation of readings on the
value which is fixed for a positive reaction (3 papules), and the preference
for the " round figures " (5, 8, 10, 12, 15, and 20 papules).

The relation between the patch-test and the Mantoux tests will be
discussed in section 2.4.
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2.4 Mantoux Test

2.4.1 Efficiency of Mantoux I TU and 3 TU asfirst tests compared with
that of patch-test

The Mantoux test with 1 TU has been used as the first test, to a certain
extent in children between 12 and 14 years of age, and nearly always for
those over 14 years. The same criteria for a positive reaction have been
applied as before vaccination.

FIG. 11. PERCENTAGE OF REACTORS, ACCORDING TO AGE, TO MORO
PATCH-TEST ABOUT 15 WEEKS AFTER VACCINATION
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Study carried out on 1,388 females in Flensburg city, Germany, from 3 to 13 May 1949

A = 3 or more papules D = 15 or more papules
B = 5 or more papules E = 20 or more papules
C = 10 or more papules F = > 20 papules

The study of the groups tested with Mantoux 1 TU after vaccination
brings out a very peculiar fact: this test does not seem to detect nearly
so many " reactors " as the patch-test. For retesting after a short interval
(8-15 weeks) we have the results for very small groups only. However,
for retesting carried out after a longer interval (six months to one year
or more) we have a series of studies which give the following figures for
reactors to Mantoux 1 TU (the figures in brackets are the percentage of
reactors to the patch-test in the same study, that is, in children up to 12,
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whereas the Mantoux 1 TU refers to children over 12): 45.3% (90.4 %)
71.2 %, 25.2% (78.7 %), 20.5% (61.2 %), 31.7% (69.4 %), 42.4% (86.6%)
42.4% (77.5 %), 57.1% (78.5%), 35.5% (89.2%), 18.3% (80.9%). (For
many groups we have received the global percentage of reactors, with the
general statement that for the first test the patch-test and the Mantoux 1 TU
have been used, but without dividing these two categories. These groups
cannot be used here.)

When we remember that in non-vaccinated individuals the patch-test
seems to be equal or only slightly inferior to the Mantoux test with 1 TU,
these figures are most astonishing. If we look at the figures from the
Danish campaign in Germany, where 3 TU have been used for the first

FIG. 12. DISTRIBUTION, ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF PAPULES, OF REACTIONS
TO MORO PATCH-TEST ABOUT 15 WEEKS AFTER VACCINATION
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Study carried out on 1,424 females, aged 7-23 years, in Flensburg city, Germany,
from 3 to 13 May 1949

test (interval 8-15 weeks), we find similar conditions, but less pronounced.
Only the figures for males are quoted here, as the figures for females do
not deviate substantially. The figures for reactors to the patch-test in
the same study are given in brackets: 71.9 % (97.2 %), 79.2% (97.6 %),
76.5 % (95.5 %), 83.6% (97.4%). The figures given here are not nearly

6
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so low as those found for 1 TU, but are nevertheless definitely lower than
the corresponding figures for the patch-test.

It should be noted that the figures for the patch-test and for the
Mantoux do not refer to the same individuals. The patch-test refers to
children under 12 years whereas the Mantoux 3 TU has been used for
children of 12 years and upwards. They are thus not strictly comparable,
and the question arises as to the role which is played by age in this con-
nexion. The patch-test alone has, in the groups examined, given a sub-
stantially higher percentage of reactors in BCG-vaccinated children below
the age of 12, than has the Mantoux test with 1 TU in vaccinated children
and adolescents between 12 and 20 years of age. Is there a definite
difference in the sensitivity of the two tests when they are used on vaccinated
subjects-a difference which is much more pronounced than in non-
vaccinated subjects ? This would mean that the patch-test is extremely
sensitive in BCG-vaccinated children. Or is it a question of age, the ages
below 12 years giving a higher percentage of reactors after BCG vaccination
than the ages above 12 ? Or may the very high number of reactors to the
patch-test in vaccinated subjects depend on non-specific reactions ? The
fourth possibility is that the difference could be entirely explained by tech-
nical errors.

I would like, in this connexion, to draw attention to a study published
by the Danish paediatrician, Andersen, in 1941.2 He tested 151 BCG-
vaccinated infants with the patch-test and simultaneously with Mantoux
100 TU. Out of 102 infants who gave a positive reaction to the patch-
test 6 weeks after vaccination, only 84 gave a positive reaction to Mantoux
100 TU (5-mm. induration or more). Eleven of the 18 infants with
negative Mantoux reactions turned Mantoux-positive later. This author
also noted that the patch-test gave a positive result earlier after vaccina-
tion than the Mantoux test. Out of 87 reactors to the patch-test in the
third to fourth week after vaccination, only 43 reacted to Mantoux 100 TU.
Andersen mentioned that the patch-reactions were often weak, with
erythema accompanied by small papules visible only in sidelight. He
did not believe that these reactions were non-specific, as he had not seen
them in non-vaccinated infants. According to these investigations, which
admittedly cover only a small group consisting entirely of infants, the
patch-test may be more sensitive in BCG-vaccinated children than even
Mantoux 100 TU. My personal impression, however, is that the patch-
test may often be difficult to read in BCG-vaccinated subjects.

Dr A. Geser, who during retesting in Bialystok, Poland, noticed the
difference between the efficiency of the patch-test and that of Mantoux
1 TU, stresses that the positive patch-test in vaccinated subjects nearly
always represents a definite reaction, which is easily read, whereas the
reactions to Mantoux 1 TU are very often doubtful, with slight induration,
and different from the reactions seen in non-vaccinated reactors. Dr Geser
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applied a patch-test on 200 children over 7 years of age who had given a
negative reaction to Mantoux 1 TU (six months after vaccination); Man-
toux 10 TU was given at the same time. Eighty-five of the 200 gave a
positive patch-test, whereas 198 reacted to Mantoux 10 TU.

These observations point to the possibility that the patch-test in BCG-
vaccinated children is able to detect reactors to tuberculin who are not
disclosed by the Mantoux 1 TU test. Before making comments on the
importance of this, I will give the results obtained with the Mantoux test
using higher doses of tuberculin.

FIG. 13. REACTORS TO FIRST TUBERCULIN-TEST EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL NUMBER OF REACTORS 9-10 WEEKS AFTER VACCINATION, ACCORDING

TO AGE
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Study carried out on 434 males and 438 females in Wloclawek powiat, Poland, from 31 January
1949 to 7 February 1949

Males
Age 2-7: Moro patch-test and Mantoux 10 TU
Age 8 and over : Mantoux 1 TU and 10 TU
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2.4.2 Efficiency of Mantoux tests with higher doses
In most of the series where a negative patch-test after vaccination has

been followed by Mantoux 10 TU, the result has been that most of the
individuals tested with Mantoux have given a positive reaction, so that
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the final result for both tests has been more than 90% and up to 98-99%
reactors. The same has been the case when Mantoux 1 TU or 3 TU
have been used for the first test and when Mantoux 33 TU or 50 TU have
been used for the second dose. For instance in Bydgoszcz, Poland, where
only 79.8 % reacted to the patch-test, 99.1 % of the non-reactors to the patch-
test reacted to Mantoux 10 TU, so that the final result was 99.8 % reactors.
In Gdynia, Poland, where only 42.4% of the persons vaccinated reacted
to Mantoux 1 TU (first test), 85.2% of the non-reactors to this dose gave
a positive Mantoux 10 TU, with a final result of 91.5 %. In Gelsenkirchen,
Germany, Swedish teams retested 9,295 children and found 70% positive
to the patch-test. Dr Nathorst reports that, of the non-reactors to the
patch-test, 76% reacted to Mantoux 0.5 mg. so that a total percentage
of 92.8 % was obtained. There are some exceptions to this rule, but the
groups are too small to justify any conclusions. The difference between
the patch-test and the Mantoux test which is obvious when 1 TU is used,
and detectable when 3 TU are used, seems to disappear in most of the
groups when 10 TU or 33 TU are used.

Fig. 13 from Wloclawek, Poland, shows the number of reactors to the
first test after vaccination as a percentage of the reactors to both tests.
Up to and including the age of 7 years the patch-test has been used as the
first test, and from 8 years onwards, Mantoux 1 TU. In all age-groups
Mantoux 10 TU has been used for the second test. Fig. 13 clearly demon-
strates how the patch-test discloses 90-100% of the total reactors, whereas
the Mantoux 1 TU only discloses between 50% and 85 %. We have earlier
found in some studies that, with increasing age, there is a certain reduction
of the percentage of reactors to tuberculin after vaccination, but that this
is not found in all groups.

With respect to the size of the reactions to different Mantoux doses
in BCG-vaccinated subjects, we have, so far, only scanty data. In K0ge,
Denmark, 631 children were tested, by Dr Lydia Edwards, with Mantoux
10 TU six months after vaccination. The distribution according to the
size of reaction was as follows

Type and size of reaction Distribution of cases Percentage

0-5-mm. induration 117 18.5
6-9-mm. induration 78 12.4
> 9-mm. induration 360 57.0
with surrounding oedema 63 10.0
with surrounding oedema
and blisters 13 2.1

It will be seen that a fairly high percentage gave negative reactions
(below 6-mm. induration), but that the positive reactions were mostly
above 10-mm. induration, and not a few may be labelled " strong reactions ".
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It is, however, impossible in such a group to estimate the part played
by superinfection.

In Bochnia, Poland, Dr Mydland measured the size of the reaction to
10 TU in 1,040 vaccinated children 10 weeks after vaccination. The distri-
bution was as follows

Size of induration Girls Boys
(in mm.)

0-5 1 1
6-10 53 65
11-15 195 211
16-20 220 158
> 20 80 56

Only 2 of the children gave a negative reaction. It is evident that most
of the indurations in the positives were fairly large.

The extremely high percentage of reactors obtained in many groups,
with 98-99% positives, has naturally aroused some suspicion as to the
validity of the observations, and it has been feared that the expectation
of such excellent results may to a certain degree have represented a biasing
factor. The figures given above for the size of the induration must be
said to argue against this possibility. Far more important, however, are
studies which have been carried out in different areas of Poland, where the
positive reactors, who were not vaccinated with BCG, were retested with
0.1 ml. of saline and the vaccinated individuals with Mantoux 10 TU.
The tests were made by one person and the readings by another, and the
reader did not know which children were " Mantoux-children " and which
were " saline-children ". For the injections of saline entirely new syringes,
which had never been used for tuberculin, were employed.

In the group mentioned above (Bochnia) 2 non-reactors to Mantoux
10 TU, out of 1,050 children tested, were found. Of 1,279 children tested
with saline, 1,168 showed an induration of 0-2 mm. and 105 of 3-5 mm.
All these should be considered as " non-reactors ". Only 6 children
(0.5 %) showed an induration of 6 mm. or more, and should be labelled
"reactors ". Even though Dr Mydland considered these 6 cases of
induration as somewhat " doubtful ", because of the somewhat atypical
character of the induration, they would ordinarily, without doubt, have
been read as positive reactions.

In Bydgoszcz, Dr Elsa Solberg carried out a similar study. Eleven
to 12 weeks after vaccination, 701 out of 703 vaccinated children showed
a positive reaction to Mantoux 10 TU, whereas 2 out of 1,127 children who
had been positive to the first test, and who had been given 0.1 ml. of saline
intradermally, showed an induration of more than 5 mm. A third study
was made in Plock (Warsaw wojwodi j) 10 weeks after vaccination by a

i A wojwodi is an administrative district equivalent to a province. - ED.
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Polish team: 363 children vaccinated with BCG were tested with
Mantoux 10 TU, and they all showed a positive reaction; 759 reactors
were at the same time tested with saline, and none of them showed an
induration of 6 mm. or more.

The results of these studies are impressive. In spite of the possibility
of bias being ruled out as far as possible, the Mantoux 10 TU has given
positive reactions in nearly 100% of the children vaccinated.

With respect to using 10 TU as the first (and only) dose for retesting
after vaccination, it may be asked if this does not elicit too strong a reaction.
From the experience which has been gathered in the Joint Enterprise and
from the abundant literature on the use of 100 TU directly in retesting, the
conclusion may be drawn that, in retesting a short time after vaccination
(8-12 weeks), the use of 10 TU without previous testing with the patch-
test or Mantoux 1 TU is justified, at least in areas where the infection-
rate is not extremely high. The sensitivity to tuberculin which the vaccina-
tion has produced is very seldom of such a high degree that 10 TU would
give rise to unpleasant reactions. However, in individuals who are super-
infected after vaccination or who may have been vaccinated in the ante-
allergic state, the reactions to 10 TU may be rather strong and perhaps
unpleasant. When a longer interval has elapsed between the vaccination
and the retesting (for instance, six months or more), the Mantoux 10 TU
should probably not be used for the first test, at least not in areas with a
fairly high infection-rate.

2.4.3 Evaluation of results of completed retesting

When looking at the results of the completed retesting (patch-test
and Mantoux test 10 TU, Mantoux 1 TU and 10 TU, or 3 TU and 33 TU,
or 5 TU and 50 TU), one finds that the difference between the results after
8-12 weeks on the one hand and after six months or more on the other,
which was so pronounced with respect to the patch-test and the Mantoux
1 TU, is less pronounced, though it may be found in some studies. One
has to be very cautious in making general statements here, as most of the
groups tested are so small. It should, however, be noted that in some
groups the percentage of reactors to both tests is rather low, though the
figures in other studies may reach 90% and more. In a study from the
Gdansk area, Poland, 61-65 weeks after vaccination, the different groups
examined showed the following percentages of reactors to the completed
retesting: 87.6%, 82.5 %, 79.6%, 84.6%, 95.5 %, and 86.9%. A group
of about 200 children from Nowy Targ city, Poland, tested after 30 weeks,
showed only 73.7% reactors as the final result. In Elblag city, Poland,
the figure was 79.4 %. The reasons for the lower percentage of reactors
in some groups have not yet been ascertained.

Before closing this section on the Mantoux test in BCG-vaccinated
subjects, it is necessary to stress once more that, from a strictly scientific
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point of view, only very few, if any, of the studies mentioned here may
be regarded as valid. The possibilities of error are so numerous, and the
procedure has varied to such a large extent, that the utmost caution is
necessary when drawing conclusions. However, from the practical point
of view, the data given here certainly give an impression of how the tech-
nique used turns out in the daily work. With all their shortcomings the
data, in my opinion, give evidence of real importance on some points,
and should certainly help us to study the problems in a more adequate
way in the future.

2.5 Pirquet Test

It is a common experience in Norway that when the limit for a positive
AP reaction is put at 4-mm. induration, the percentage of reactors to the
AP test in BCG-vaccinated subjects is considerably lower than the per-
centage obtained with Mantoux 100 TU. Eilertsen,3 using the scarifica-
tion method of vaccination, found 99.3 % reactors to Mantoux 100 TU
two months after vaccination, but only 72% definite and 6.2% doubtful
reactions to the AP test. In the central dispensary of Oslo (Dr E. Dahl),
where the intradermal method of vaccination is used, the AP test has been
abandoned for retesting and replaced by the Mantoux 100 TU.

In the Norwegian campaign in Italy, the Pirquet test with adrenalin
was used both before and after vaccination. For selection of the indivi-
duals to be vaccinated the limit was put at 4-mm. induration (children
who showed 3-mm. induration or less were vaccinated); 6,351 children
were retested 11-20 weeks after vaccination, and the results reported by
Dr B. Moe. With the same limit for positive reaction after vaccination
as before (4 mm.), 70.5 % of the children tested showed a positive AP test.
When the limit is put at 3 mm. the figure is 85 %, and 95.1 % showed an
induration of 2 mm. or more. The distribution of the readings according
to the size of the induration is shown in fig. 14. There is an accumulation
on the 4-mm. reading, which represents the limit for a positive reaction,
and the indurations are on the whole small and moderate, with very few
large reactions.

If the limit for a positive AP test is kept at 4-mm. induration, the per-
centage of reactors found after BCG vaccination is decidedly lower than
the percentage found in most of the studies where the patch-test or the
Mantoux 10 TU has been used. Even if we lower the limit for a positive
AP test to 3-mm. induration, as I have suggested earlier in this report, the
percentage of reactors obtained after vaccination compares unfavourably
with the best results obtained with the other tests. However, we do
not know what degree of sensitivity to tuberculin we should try to obtain
in order to ensure the highest possible resistance against tuberculous
superinfection. I have pointed out above that a certain percentage of
the individuals who show a positive patch-test or Mantoux 10 TU shortly
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after vaccination seems to lose the sensitivity to tuberculin in the course
of the first year. Probably this will be the case mainly where the reactions
shortly after vaccination have been rather weak. It is possible that these
cases may be just those where the AP test fails. This will have to be
examined. If a weak reaction to a very sensitive tuberculin-test shortly
after vaccination is considered sufficient as an indication of resistance
acquired, then the AP test is certainly not sensitive enough. If it is consi-
dered necessary, however, to obtain a sensitivity to tuberculin which lasts

FIG. 14. DISTRIBUTION, ACCORDING TO SIZE OF INFILTRATION, OF REACTIONS
TO ADRENALIN-PIRQUET TEST 11-20 WEEKS AFTER VACCINATION
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Study carried out on 5,766 males and females in Genoa, Italy, from April to June 1949

for at least one year, it is quite possible that the AP test used shortly after
vaccination may give valuable information as to which individuals will
need a revaccination (see also section 2.7).

2.6 Diagnostic BCG-Reaction and BCG-Tuberculin

From a series of papers published in recent years, it is obvious that
individuals, who show a negative reaction to the most sensitive tuberculin-
tests after BCG vaccination, may nevertheless show a reaction to tubercle
bacilli which is decidedly different from the reactions obtained in indivi-
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duals who are neither infected with virulent tubercle bacilli nor vaccinated
with BCG. These reactions may be elicited through inoculation with
living or killed BCG or with killed virulent tubercle bacilli or with the
vole bacillus (Wells). On the basis of the observations of Chaussinand,
Carlinfanti, Heimbeck, Thorkildsen, Solem, Rinvik, Andenaes, and others,
Ustvedt and Aanonsen 120, 121 have tried to work out a diagnostic method
by using BCG and studying the early reaction (the Koch phenomenon)
in individuals who are infected with tubercle bacilli or vaccinated with
BCG. In 74 out of 79 nurses who showed a negative Mantoux 100 TU
after BCG vaccination, a positive reaction to the diagnostic BCG-reaction
was obtained. It is not necessary to go into details about this reaction,
which is still at an experimental stage. However, the fact should be
stressed that, by means of this reaction or similar methods (for instance
Domingo's " allergen "),30 it is possible to demonstrate that the BCG
vaccination has produced some effects even in organisms which give com-
pletely negative reactions to the most sensitive tuberculin-tests. Though
this fact has great theoretical importance, it is in my opinion of very limited
value with respect to the estimation of the effect of BCG vaccination in
practice.

In this connexion, attention should also be given to the question of
BCG-tuberculin. Lind & Holm 86 have prepared a purified tuberculin
produced by means of a BCG strain and have compared the efficacy of this
tuberculin with that of a purified tuberculin produced by a virulent human
tubercle bacillus. Their work raises a number of interesting problems which
cannot be discussed here. It should only be mentioned that some BCG-
vaccinated subjects showed a decidedly negative reaction to ordinary
tuberculin and an unquestionably positive, or even very strong, reaction
to BCG-tuberculin. Similar findings have been obtained in Sweden by
Lithander and Magnussen. Using BCG-tuberculin kindly placed at our
disposal in Ullevaal Hospital by Dr Lithander we made the same observa-
tions, and noted another interesting fact: in cases where both the ordinary
tuberculin and the BCG-tuberculin give negative reactions, the diagnostic
BCG-reaction will in many cases give a positive result.

Thus, widely differing degrees of sensitivity to tuberculin and tubercle-
bacillus products may be detected in individuals who have been vaccinated
with BCG. Probably the slightest degree of sensitivity is that which can
only be detected through the use of tubercle bacilli (Koch phenomenon-
diagnostic BCG-reaction). The next step may be the sensitivity to BCG-
tuberculin without sensitivity to ordinary tuberculin. (It is, however,
possible that not only a quantitative, but also a qualitative, factor
is involved on this point.) Then comes the slight sensitivity to the
most sensitive tuberculin-test, and then all the degrees of tuberculin-
sensitivity.
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2.7 Discussion

The main questions of practical importance which should be answered
as far as possible in connexion with the control of BCG-vaccinated indi-
viduals are as follows:

1. Is it necessary in a mass campaign to retest vaccinated individuals
with tuberculin ?

If so,
2. Which methods of tuberculin-testing should be used ? Or to put

the same question in another way, what degree of sensitivity to tuber-
culin should be aimed at ?

3. At what period after BCG vaccination should the tuberculin-
testing be carried out ?

Of course, no conclusive answer to any of these complicated questions
can be given from the experience so far gathered within the Joint Enterprise.
On the whole, I would rather say that the very fragmentary information
which has been collected up to now, and which is mostly of limited value,
has pointed to a series of problems, and has given some evidence in certain
directions, so that a more systematic exploration of this subject can be
planned and carried out. It is not necessary to repeat here the many reserva-
tions made in the foregoing with respect to the heterogeneous material
and the pitfalls of the technique.

It may, however, be useful to summarize the evidence gathered from the
different investigations, though we should be extremely cautious in drawing
definite conclusions.

It has been noticed, especially in one large study (Slovakia), that the
percentage of vaccinated individuals who turn up for retesting and complete
the examination, may be very low, as little as 40%. Attention should be
paid to this circumstance, and one should try to find out to what degree
the individuals who do not turn up represent a selected group-an impor-
tant question which has been touched upon also in connexion with the
comparisons between the patch-test and the Mantoux test.

It is, further, a common experience in practice that the vaccinators,
because of the leakage of the syringes, do not always keep to the instruc-
tions with respect to the amount of vaccine injected, but usually watch
the wheal, by which means it is not possible to estimate the exact amount
of vaccine. Even without exact information we may suppose that more
than 0.1 ml. of vaccine is usually injected. This point should be given
due consideration, while at the same time attempts to procure syringes
which remain tight should be continued.k

The question of the influence of the age of the vaccine used for vaccina-
tion on the results of the retesting is insufficiently elucidated and should
k Al leaking syringes have now been withdrawn.
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be taken up systematically, as should the related question of the influence
of climate, especially high temperature-a problem which is of the utmost
importance in connexion with the campaigns in countries outside Europe.
There is a little evidence from the campaign in Europe that there is a certain
influence on the results from both these factors.

Investigation of small groups with respect to the relation between local
reaction and tuberculin-sensitivity tends to confirm earlier observations,
showing that a definite correlation exists between these two factors, but
that the parallelism is hardly absolute. Studies of the possibility of using
the local reaction instead of the tuberculin reaction for selection of indivi-
duals for revaccination should if possible be set up. The data available
do not, at present, justify abandoning tuberculin-testing either for selection
of individuals for revaccination or for checking the vaccine or the technique
of vaccination.

The use of the patch-test 8-15 weeks after vaccination shows a percentage
of reactors which varies between 76% and 96% in the different areas exa-
mined. When the patch-test is used after a longer interval, from six
months to one year and more after vaccination, the figures are lower,
mostly between 600% and 80%, in some groups 90%, but in one group
only 35 %. In view of the difficulties involved in reading the patch-test
referred to in section 1.3.1.2, and in view of the lack of exact standard
criteria for a positive patch-test, studies should be set up concerning the
best way of reading and recording this test. The evidence concerning
the relation of the percentage of patch-test reactors to age and sex is
conflicting. This question should be studied with special regard to the
influence of puberty.

Certain studies seem to afford some evidence that the patch-test gives
a higher percentage of reactors in vaccinated children below 12 years than
does the Mantoux 1 TU in vaccinated children and adolescents between
12 and 20 years. There is little reason for assuming that this is caused
by a high number of non-specific reactions to the patch-test. The dif-
ference in sensitivity between the age-groups below and above 12 years
does not seem to explain the problem. The explanation may be sought
in technical errors or in a real difference in sensitivity between the patch-
test and the Mantoux test in BCG-vaccinated subjects.

In this connexion, it should be noted that, whereas the Mantoux tests
are carried out with PPD alone, the tuberculin used for the patch-test
consists of a mixture of PPD and OT.

The experience gathered with respect to the total percentage of reactors,
when two tests are used in the control of vaccinated subjects, gives on the
whole a favourable picture, with figures over 90% in most of the groups
examined, though single groups show lower percentages, especially when
the testing has been carried out more than six months after the vaccination.
To check the reading of the Mantoux reactions, control investigations
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with injection of saline on the positive reactors (who were not vaccinated)
were made. The results must be said to give strong support to the assump-
tion that the finding of 98-99% reactors to Mantoux 10 TU in some groups
is correct, and not the result of a biased reading.

It seems justified to use Mantoux 10 TU directly without previous testing
with 1 TU for vaccinated individuals, at least in areas where the infection-
rate is not especially high, and where only a short time has elapsed since
the vaccination, so that the influence of superinfection may be considered
slight.

The AP test has, in a single study, shown only 70.5% reactors after
vaccination, when the usual limit of 4-mm. induration for a positive reaction
is used. With a limit of 3 mm., which is probably a better choice for a
mass campaign with BCG vaccination, the figure would be 85 %. Investiga-
tions should be made to find out whether individuals who react to the AP
test 8-12 weeks after vaccination are mainly those who keep their sensitivity
to tuberculin for some time, and if non-reactors to the AP test, who are
reactors to the patch-test or to the Mantoux shortly after vaccination,
mostly lose their sensitivity in the course of the first year. If this is the
case-and the possibility cannot be excluded-the AP test carried out
8-12 weeks after vaccination would yield a good basis for selection of
individuals to be revaccinated.

By means of different methods of testing with living or killed BCG,
killed virulent tubercle bacilli, vole bacilli, or BCG-tuberculin, it is possible
to ascertain that the BCG vaccination produces some effect also in orga-
nisms which give a completely negative response to the most sensitive
tuberculin-tests. No evidence has, however, been brought forward to
make it probable that positive reactions to these tests are connected with
a maximum of specific resistance against superinfection obtainable through
BCG vaccination. Even if it is theoretically possible that a state of allergy,
which can only be detected through tests of this kind, may be connected
with some increase in the resistance against superinfection, it cannot,
in the light of our present knowledge, be advisable to regard positive
reactions to such tests as a sufficient indication of immunity.

I will now try to give a tentative answer to the three main questions
mentioned at the beginning of this section, though I am fully aware of the
insufficient basis for such an answer.

1. It is still highly desirable to carry out retesting of vaccinated subjects
in a mass-vaccination campaign. Such retesting should be carried out on
as large a scale as possible, following detailed instructions worked out
by the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office, and taking into consideration
as many as possible of the factors mentioned in this report, with a view
to increasing our insufficient knowledge of the best methods for retesting
BCG-vaccinated subjects.
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2. Though I am fully aware of the lack of knowledge as to what
degree of tuberculin-sensitivity is the best indication of the maximum
resistance against superinfection, I venture to suggest that, until more
knowledge is available, we should not be content with a very slight sensi-
tivity to tuberculin, such as the sensitivity detected by the patch-test in
individuals who are non-reactors to Mantoux 1 TU, but that we should
aim at a relatively high degree of sensitivity. The main difficulty consists
in defining exactly how high this sensitivity should be, and here the field
is open for numerous subjective opinions, whereas the facts on which to
base our decision are extremely scarce.

On this point I can give only my personal opinion, while remaining
fully aware of its incomplete foundation. As far as I can see, the stand-
point of Heimbeck-that a strong sensitivity, corresponding to a positive
Pirquet test, should preferably be aimed at-is probably correct. I would
therefore suggest that the AP test be also tried for retesting, and that
individuals who show less than 3-mm. induration on the AP test after
vaccination should be revaccinated. As there is, however, probably very
little chance of having the AP test introduced in countries other than
Italy until more information is available, it is my personal opinion that
the patch-test should be abandoned as the only method of retesting in
children below the age of 12, and replaced by Mantoux 10 TU. If the patch-
test is going to be continued as the only test before vaccination in children
below 12 years, this would mean that the principle of using exactly the
same method and the same dose after vaccination as before vaccination,
will have to be abandoned. I cannot see why it should not be. It is true
that the use of Mantoux 10 TU after vaccination in children vaccinated
on a negative patch-test would give a certain number of " false " inversions,
as some of these children would probably have reacted to Mantoux 10 TU
even before the vaccination. The important point, however, is to give,
through BCG vaccination, as high a degree as possible of protection against
superinfection, and there is, in my opinion, some reason to believe that
a moderately high sensitivity to tuberculin, expressed by a positive reaction
to Mantoux 10 TU, is an indication of a higher degree of resistance than
is a slight sensitivity, expressed by a positive reaction to the patch-test only.

If Mantoux 10 TU is accepted as the final test after vaccination, a cer-
tain number of individuals with a slight degree of sensitivity to tuber-
culin will be revaccinated. We know that the local reactions usually come
earlier on revaccination (Koch phenomenon), even if no sensitivity to
tuberculin can be detected, and that they may reach a larger extent than
on the first vaccination. However, this is not of such importance that
we should let individuals with a very slight degree of sensitivity, and possibly
a slight increase of resistance, pass without revaccination. There would,
in my opinion, be no serious objection to revaccinating even all those who
react negatively to Mantoux 1 TU after vaccination.
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3. I do not feel convinced that a slight sensitivity to tuberculin detected
a short time after vaccination (6-8 weeks) represents the best indication
that a maximum of specific resistance has been obtained through the vaccina-
tion. We know from the investigations of T0rnell,116 Hertzberg,57 58 and
others that individuals who show relatively strong reactions to tuberculin
shortly after vaccination, mostly keep their sensitivity for years, whereas
the individuals who lose their sensitivity fairly soon, mostly show weak
reactions when tested shortly after vaccination. More exact information
is needed on this point, for instance with respect to the size of a reaction
to Mantoux 10 TU eight weeks after vaccination which, with a high degree
of probability, would ensure a more permanent sensitivity to tuberculin.
For the time being however, it would, in my opinion, be advisable to use
the results of retesting not earlier than six months after vaccination as
the screening-test for revaccination. Meanwhile, further work will have
to be carried out on the subject of the most suitable time for retesting.

SUMMARY

The object of tuberculin-testing in connexion with BCG vaccination is two-fold:
the selection of individuals for vaccination and the control of vaccinated individuals.
The present study is accordingly divided into two parts under these headings. In the
first part-selection of individuals for BCG vaccination-the possibility of carrying out
vaccination without previous tuberculin-testing is first discussed and rejected, on the
basis that, with the methods of vaccination at present in use, it would be unwise to take
such a step. After some general remarks on tuberculin-testing, there follows a discussion
of each of the various techniques : its particular indications, merits and demerits. The
two methods chiefly used in the Joint Enterprise-the Moro patch-test and the Mantoux
test-are discussed in detail and their efficacy compared. In each case evidence is given
from the literature, but the opinions expressed are based mainly on observations made
in the field under the Joint Enterprise. Two other tests which have not yet been used
in the Joint Enterprise are described : (a) the Adrenalin-Pirquet test, which has been
used in Norway and by Norwegian teams in Italy, and which will be used in the Joint
Enterprise campaign in Italy; and (b) the modification of Trambusti's test used in
Finland. Finally, the diagnostic use of BCG is briefly discussed.

The second part of the article-control of vaccinated individuals-follows a similar
pattern. After some theoretical remarks and a general survey of experience gained in
the Joint Enterprise, the necessity of retesting with tuberculin after vaccination is dis-
cussed, the conclusion being that, in the present state of knowledge, it is still highly desir-
able for retesting to be carried out. A discussion follows, as in the first part of the article,
on the relative merits of the patch-test, the Mantoux test and the Pirquet test (the Tram-
busti test has not been used for retesting) and, finally, on the diagnostic use of BCG. A
question which arises exclusively in connexion with the retesting of vaccinated individuals
is that of the most suitable interval after vaccination at which retesting should be carried
out. This is discussed in detail and it is recommended that, although more exact informa-
tion is needed on this point, the results of retesting carried out not earlier than six months
after vaccination should be used as the screening-test for revaccination.

Throughout the article, emphasis is laid on the necessity for caution in drawing
conclusions from the data at present available and on the need for further investigations
before final judgements can be made.
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Annex 1

RE-EXAMINATION PROCEDURE
AFTER MASS BCG VACCINATION *

First visit
1. Print date of control examination.
2. Measure local BCG reaction: measure palpable infiltration only and

visible ulceration.
3. Look for complications

(a) axillary, supraclavicular, and retro-auricular glands;
(b) local abscess (with or without perforation)
(c) secondary infections around the scar.
Record all in the right columns on the record-cards

4. (a) Moro patch-test on all vaccinated children up to 12 years of age
(b) Mantoux test (second dose) from 13 years of age (all persons born

from 1936 onwards).
5. If there is no infiltration and no ulceration then record: 00 If only

scar, measure and record

Second visit
Reading and recording of post-vaccination tuberculin-reactions.

1. Moro patch-test:
(a) Count well-visible papules up to 10; record: 1-10

More than 10 papules, record : +
Confluent infiltration of the skin : + +
Bullous, confluent reaction: +++
No papules : 0

(b) Count papules visible in sidelight only and record: + the number
of counted papules.

2. Mantoux reaction (second dose) : measure and record (infiltration
only) as usual.

3. Look for changes at the site of the local reaction-if any-simulta-
neously with the reading of the tuberculin-test, record at the
Mantoux second dose : and Moro : F
(For example : + 10 F (focal reaction))

* As evolved in Czechoslovakia by Dr Gonda and Dr Fog-Poulsen
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Annex 2

COMPARISON BETWEEN MORO TESTS
AND MANTOUX TESTS *

Purpose
From examinations made in Denmark we know that the sensitivity

of the Moro patch-test corresponds to Mantoux 10 TU with children
up to 12 years of age, but then decreases with age. It cannot be known
what the relation between the Moro and the Mantoux is in other countries,
before direct tests have been made. It is quite possible that other races
might react differently to the Moro patch-test, also that a different climate
(causing heavy sunburn, for instance) might play a part. Finally, it is
not known up to what age the sensitivity to the Moro patch-test is the same
as to Mantoux 10 TU. Even if the Moro patch-test in Denmark corres-
ponds to Mantoux 10 TU with children up to 12 years of age, it is possible
that the age-limit varies in other countries, especially since it is thought
that the changes causing the Moro patch-test to be less sensitive in the older
age-groups are connected with the development of puberty, and this varies
in different parts of the world.

Before putting the Moro patch-est into general use as the only test
before vaccination in far parts of the world, its sensitivity must be estab-
lished by a special study. It is thought to be of interest also to make
similar studies in various European countries. These studies must be made
absolutely objectively and with a special statistical analysis of the result.
This guide is to explain how such a study should be done.

Plan of examination
Moro patch-tests and Mantoux tests up to 10 TU should be carried

out simultaneously but quite independently of each other on a large
number of persons. Each individual test must be read independently,
without the reader knowing the result of the other test. This means that
the reading must be made by two different readers.

The examination must be carried out in all age-groups from 0-20 years
and, in order to be of value, the number of persons in each age-group
from 6-14 must be approximately 1,000, while above and below these ages
approximately 500 are needed in each group.

Procedures
To insure independent observations on two simultaneous tests, the

following procedures should be followed strictly:
It is necessary that the two readers should make their observations at

a suitable distance from each other, so that they cannot see or hear
what the other reader's observations are.

* Instructions issued by the WHO Tuberculosis Research Office, Copenhagen
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Each reader must have a secretary. The secretary has two functions.
First, she must see that each child or adult coming for the reading of the
test is presented to the reader in such a way that the latter does not see the
result of the other test. That is, if the Moro is to be read, it is important
that the child's arm on which the Mantoux has been done is kept out
of sight, and vice versa. Secondly, the secretary must take the card from
the child, and record on it the readings of the test. The reader should
under no circumstances know the result of the other test.

First day. Each person is given a Moro patch-test, and an intra-
dermal test with 1 TU.

Third day. First, the Moro test is read by one reader and the number
of papules counted. This is recorded by a secretary on the card.

Next, the child goes to the second reader who reads the Mantoux
1 TU test, carefully measuring the diameter of the induration. This
is recorded on the card by the secretary. If the reaction is less than 6 mm.
the 10 TU dose is given. This reader must not know the result of the Moro
test, and gives the Mantoux 10 TU only on the basis of the result of the
Mantoux 1 TU test.

Sixth day. All must return for a reading irrespective of previous
findings. First, the Moro test, now 6 days old, is read. Again the number
of papules is recorded on the card. In making this second recording of
the result of the Moro test, the number should be surrounded by a circle.

Next, the child goes to a second reader, who reads the Mantoux 10 TU,
if this test has been given.

Vaccination should be made on the basis of the reading of the Mantoux
10 TU test, but the reader should not have the opportunity to look at the
card for the purpose of vaccination, until all the readings of the tests have
been made and recorded.

Filling-in of the cards
It is most important that the cards should be correctly filled in. The

measurements of the Mantoux test must be recorded not only for positive
reactions, but also for uncertain or negative. If no infiltration is found,
a zero is written.

In the case of Moro tests the number of papules is counted and recorded
on the cards. Up to 10 papules the number should be accurately counted.
Over 10 papules the number should be estimated. If there are no papules,
a zero is written. As two readings of the Moro tests are made, both
results must be entered in the same section, but in such a way that it can
be seen clearly which figure is read on the 3rd, and which on the 6th, day.
This is done by placing a circle around the reading of the 6th day.
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Tabulating for analysis of the comparison
The results are tabulated on the special form provided for this purpose.

This form is intended to give a rough evaluation only of the reciprocal value
of the two tests. A more detailed form will be used for the analysis of
this material in the headquarters in Copenhagen.

The results for males and females should be analysed separately, which
means that the cards must be divided into the two groups according to sex
and then sorted according to age. Within each age-group they are then
sorted according to the reactions to 1 TU, i.e., those of 5 mm. or less and
those of 6 mm. or more. Where the reaction to Mantoux 1 TU is 5 mm.
or less, the cards are sorted according to the size of the reaction to Mantoux
10 TU, the cards for cases where Mantoux 10 TU is not given or not read
being put in a special group. For each of the five groups the cards are
sorted according to the reaction to Moro tests at the first reading, i.e.,
those with 0-2 papules and those with 3 papules or more. On this form
attention is paid only to the first reading (on the 3rd day) of the Moro test.

Interpretation of the Mantoux-Moro comparison
The forms for the individual areas tested should be filled in at least in

duplicate, and one copy should be sent to the headquarters in Copenhagen
as quickly as possible. The cards concerned in this tabulation should be
kept separate so that if the short tabulation sent in from the field is not
adequate, the complete set of cards may be forwarded to Copenhagen.
The final decision as to the testing technique considered suitable for a parti-
cular area will be made from the Copenhagen headquarters.

In general the principle of deciding if the Moro test may be satisfactorily
used in any area will be as follows:

If the Moro patch-test corresponds closely in sensitivity to the Mantoux
10 TU, then it may be considered satisfactory as the only test before
vaccination. (In this case essentially all individuals reacting to the Man-
toux 1 TU, and almost all reacting to the Mantoux 10 TU, should have a
positive Moro test.)

If the Moro patch-test corresponds closely in sensitivity to the Man-
toux 1 TU, then it may be considered satisfactory as the first test, followed
routinely if negative by the Mantoux 10 TU before vaccination. (In this
case, almost all individuals reacting to the Mantoux 1 TU should have
a positive Moro test.)
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